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The	kristen	archives	just	first	time	stories

1942	-	by	Jenny	Wanshel	-	Heidi	led	the	German	soldier	down	the	stony	path	to	the	old	barn.	It	was	a	beautiful	summer	day	and	the	larks	were	singing.	Heidi's	heart	hammered	in	her	chest	as	she	led	the	handsome	young	soldier	into	the	barn.	She	was	14	years	old,	her	blonde	pigtails	swaying	in	the	breeze	behind	her,	her	"Bund	Deutscher	Madchen"
badge	proudly	pinned	to	her	ripening	bosom.	(Not	rated)	29-Year-Old	Grandfather	-	by	Alex	Hawk	-	How	can	someone	be	a	grandfather	at	twenty-nine?	Much	more	easily	than	you	might	think!	Check	this	story	for	details.	(mf-teens,	youths,	exh,	inc,	1st,	mast,	preg)	A	7th	Heaven	Love	Story,	Sort	Of	-	by	Chin-Hsien	Mark	Lin	-	A	revised	episode	of	the
late	1990's	sitcom,	where	brother	and	sister	discover	a	special	love	for	each	other.	Love	in	the	'biblical'	sense.	(mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	tv-parody)	A	Baby	Out	Of	Wedlock	-	by	Wild	Orchid	-	During	the	summer	of	1948	a	boy	from	Boston	meets	a	young	beautiful	black	girl	while	vacationing	with	a	relative	in	Alabama.	This	story	is	fictional	but	it	is	based	on
five	intriguing	entries	in	my	grandfather�s	journal.	
I	changed	the	names	in	case	something	like	it	actually	happened.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st,	rom,	preg)	A	Beginning	To	An	End	-	by	JMS	-	A	man	controlling	a	young	girl	in	her	sexual	development	aided	by	young	boys	who	want	sex	to	fulfill	their	fantasies.	

This	story	is	fictional	but	it	is	based	on	five	intriguing	entries	in	my	grandfather�s	journal.	I	changed	the	names	in	case	something	like	it	actually	happened.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st,	rom,	preg)	A	Beginning	To	An	End	-	by	JMS	-	A	man	controlling	a	young	girl	in	her	sexual	development	aided	by	young	boys	who	want	sex	to	fulfill	their	fantasies.	(M/f-teen,
mf-teens,	1st,	mc)	A	Birthday	Present	For	Traci	-	by	Bugman	-	Tomorrow	Traci	would	be	12	years	old.	Her	friend	Amy	has	a	big	present	for	her.	Darl,	Amy's	21	year	old	brother,	who	has	an	overly	large	cock.	

Much	more	easily	than	you	might	think!	Check	this	story	for	details.	
(mf-teens,	youths,	exh,	inc,	1st,	mast,	preg)	A	7th	Heaven	Love	Story,	Sort	Of	-	by	Chin-Hsien	Mark	Lin	-	A	revised	episode	of	the	late	1990's	sitcom,	where	brother	and	sister	discover	a	special	love	for	each	other.	Love	in	the	'biblical'	sense.	(mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	tv-parody)	A	Baby	Out	Of	Wedlock	-	by	Wild	Orchid	-	During	the	summer	of	1948	a	boy	from
Boston	meets	a	young	beautiful	black	girl	while	vacationing	with	a	relative	in	Alabama.	This	story	is	fictional	but	it	is	based	on	five	intriguing	entries	in	my	grandfather�s	journal.	I	changed	the	names	in	case	something	like	it	actually	happened.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st,	rom,	preg)	A	Beginning	To	An	End	-	by	JMS	-	A	man	controlling	a	young	girl	in	her
sexual	development	aided	by	young	boys	who	want	sex	to	fulfill	their	fantasies.	(M/f-teen,	mf-teens,	1st,	mc)	A	Birthday	Present	For	Traci	-	by	Bugman	-	Tomorrow	Traci	would	be	12	years	old.	Her	friend	Amy	has	a	big	present	for	her.	Darl,	Amy's	21	year	old	brother,	who	has	an	overly	large	cock.	(M/g,	ped,	inc,	bi,	intr,	1st)	A	Blonde	In	My	Bed	-	by
Strand	-	A	guy	finds	an	intruder	in	his	house	when	he	gets	back	from	the	store.	It's	a	case	of	mistaken	identity	that	turns	into	a	lust	story.	(MF,	1st,	oral,	anal,	rom)	A	Boater's	Paradise	-	by	JSR	-	A	family	goes	boating	and	ends	up	owning	a	nude	campground	and	marina.	(MFF/fm-teens,	family-inc,	ped,	1st,	exh,	orgy,	preg)	A	Boy	Among	Men	-	by	Jones	-
The	boy	is	small	and	slender	with	long	blond	hair	and	blue	eyes.	One	evening	he	is	riding	his	bicycle	bare-chested	wearing	bobby	socks	and	loose	baggy	shorts	and	a	hard	prick	when	a	man	offers	him	a	ride	in	his	convertible.	Guess	what?	(Mm,	ped,	1st-gay-expr,	mast,	oral,	anal,	cd,	alcohol)	A	Boy	and	His	Dog	-	by	Author	Obscure	-	A	13-year	old	boy
discovers	dogs	are	called	man's	best	friend.	Or	at	least	why	he	calls	the	family	canine	his	best	friend.	(m/beast,	1st,	gay)	A	Boy's	Erotic	Education	-	by	Elmer	B.	Ben	-	I	have	since	recovered	from	my	earlier	submissiveness	and,	in	fact,	assumed	the	opposite	role	to	some	extent.	But	I	have	never	forgotten	my	earlier	years	and	the	education	I	received
from	my	aunt's	friend,	Nurse	Adrian.	(Fm,	exh,	1st,	ped)	A	Brother	And	Sister	On	Holiday	-	by	Eager46	-	Their	parent's	holiday	in	Spain	is	ruined	when	their	father	breaks	his	leg.	So	18	year	old	Ryan	and	his	17	year	old	sister	Clare	go	instead.	
Although	they	intended	to	enjoy	the	holiday	in	their	own	way,	the	two	find	that	they	want	to	spend	all	the	time	with	each	other.	(MF-teens,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal,	rom)	A	Cake	And	Some	Sugar	-	by	Dogtrot	-	When	Riley	tries	to	borrow	some	sugar	from	the	boy	next	door,	she	may	get	more	than	she	bargained	for.	(bg,	youths,	1st,	rom)	A	Charlie
Brown	Christmas	-	by	Anon	-	A	Charlie	Brown	Christmas	story	that	would	never	make	it	on	to	TV.	(bg,	gg,	1st,	youths,	oral,	anal,	orgy,	beast,	parody)	A	Christmas	Surprise	-	by	Maussie	-	A	year	ago	my	good	friend	Miranda	promised	me	to	grant	my	deepest	wish	for	Christmas,	because	I	helped	her	out	so	much	throughout	the	year.	Sadly,	she	could	not
live	up	to	her	promise	back	then,	but	now,	a	year	later	she's	come	back	with	her	little	sister	Evelien	to	do	just	that,	keeping	her	promise	to	me.	(MFf,	ped,	bi,	1st,	oral,	anal,	cheat)	A	Completely	Normal	Story	-	by	007Bistromath	-	Nothing	special	here,	just	a	boy	and	a	girl.	Anybody	who	knows	my	name	knows	that's	certainly	not	my	usual	fare.	(MF,	1st,
rom)	A	Dance	For	Daddy	-	by	Sumddy	-	Music	drifting	down	the	hall	from	her	bedroom,	Jill	dances	into	her	father's	bedroom	on	a	Saturday	morning	intent	upon	seducing	him.	

Love	in	the	'biblical'	sense.	(mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	tv-parody)	A	Baby	Out	Of	Wedlock	-	by	Wild	Orchid	-	During	the	summer	of	1948	a	boy	from	Boston	meets	a	young	beautiful	black	girl	while	vacationing	with	a	relative	in	Alabama.	This	story	is	fictional	but	it	is	based	on	five	intriguing	entries	in	my	grandfather�s	journal.	I	changed	the	names	in	case
something	like	it	actually	happened.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st,	rom,	preg)	A	Beginning	To	An	End	-	by	JMS	-	A	man	controlling	a	young	girl	in	her	sexual	development	aided	by	young	boys	who	want	sex	to	fulfill	their	fantasies.	(M/f-teen,	mf-teens,	1st,	mc)	A	Birthday	Present	For	Traci	-	by	Bugman	-	Tomorrow	Traci	would	be	12	years	old.	Her	friend	Amy
has	a	big	present	for	her.	Darl,	Amy's	21	year	old	brother,	who	has	an	overly	large	cock.	(M/g,	ped,	inc,	bi,	intr,	1st)	A	Blonde	In	My	Bed	-	by	Strand	-	A	guy	finds	an	intruder	in	his	house	when	he	gets	back	from	the	store.	It's	a	case	of	mistaken	identity	that	turns	into	a	lust	story.	

(mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	tv-parody)	A	Baby	Out	Of	Wedlock	-	by	Wild	Orchid	-	During	the	summer	of	1948	a	boy	from	Boston	meets	a	young	beautiful	black	girl	while	vacationing	with	a	relative	in	Alabama.	This	story	is	fictional	but	it	is	based	on	five	intriguing	entries	in	my	grandfather�s	journal.	I	changed	the	names	in	case	something	like	it	actually
happened.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st,	rom,	preg)	A	Beginning	To	An	End	-	by	JMS	-	A	man	controlling	a	young	girl	in	her	sexual	development	aided	by	young	boys	who	want	sex	to	fulfill	their	fantasies.	(M/f-teen,	mf-teens,	1st,	mc)	A	Birthday	Present	For	Traci	-	by	Bugman	-	Tomorrow	Traci	would	be	12	years	old.	Her	friend	Amy	has	a	big	present	for	her.
Darl,	Amy's	21	year	old	brother,	who	has	an	overly	large	cock.	(M/g,	ped,	inc,	bi,	intr,	1st)	A	Blonde	In	My	Bed	-	by	Strand	-	A	guy	finds	an	intruder	in	his	house	when	he	gets	back	from	the	store.	It's	a	case	of	mistaken	identity	that	turns	into	a	lust	story.	(MF,	1st,	oral,	anal,	rom)	A	Boater's	Paradise	-	by	JSR	-	A	family	goes	boating	and	ends	up	owning
a	nude	campground	and	marina.	(MFF/fm-teens,	family-inc,	ped,	1st,	exh,	orgy,	preg)	A	Boy	Among	Men	-	by	Jones	-	The	boy	is	small	and	slender	with	long	blond	hair	and	blue	eyes.	
One	evening	he	is	riding	his	bicycle	bare-chested	wearing	bobby	socks	and	loose	baggy	shorts	and	a	hard	prick	when	a	man	offers	him	a	ride	in	his	convertible.	Guess	what?	(Mm,	ped,	1st-gay-expr,	mast,	oral,	anal,	cd,	alcohol)	A	Boy	and	His	Dog	-	by	Author	Obscure	-	A	13-year	old	boy	discovers	dogs	are	called	man's	best	friend.	Or	at	least	why	he
calls	the	family	canine	his	best	friend.	(m/beast,	1st,	gay)	A	Boy's	Erotic	Education	-	by	Elmer	B.	Ben	-	I	have	since	recovered	from	my	earlier	submissiveness	and,	in	fact,	assumed	the	opposite	role	to	some	extent.	But	I	have	never	forgotten	my	earlier	years	and	the	education	I	received	from	my	aunt's	friend,	Nurse	Adrian.	(Fm,	exh,	1st,	ped)	A	Brother
And	Sister	On	Holiday	-	by	Eager46	-	Their	parent's	holiday	in	Spain	is	ruined	when	their	father	breaks	his	leg.	



She	was	14	years	old,	her	blonde	pigtails	swaying	in	the	breeze	behind	her,	her	"Bund	Deutscher	Madchen"	badge	proudly	pinned	to	her	ripening	bosom.	(Not	rated)	29-Year-Old	Grandfather	-	by	Alex	Hawk	-	How	can	someone	be	a	grandfather	at	twenty-nine?	
Much	more	easily	than	you	might	think!	Check	this	story	for	details.	(mf-teens,	youths,	exh,	inc,	1st,	mast,	preg)	A	7th	Heaven	Love	Story,	Sort	Of	-	by	Chin-Hsien	Mark	Lin	-	A	revised	episode	of	the	late	1990's	sitcom,	where	brother	and	sister	discover	a	special	love	for	each	other.	Love	in	the	'biblical'	sense.	(mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	tv-parody)	A	Baby	Out
Of	Wedlock	-	by	Wild	Orchid	-	During	the	summer	of	1948	a	boy	from	Boston	meets	a	young	beautiful	black	girl	while	vacationing	with	a	relative	in	Alabama.	This	story	is	fictional	but	it	is	based	on	five	intriguing	entries	in	my	grandfather�s	journal.	I	changed	the	names	in	case	something	like	it	actually	happened.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st,	rom,	preg)	A
Beginning	To	An	End	-	by	JMS	-	A	man	controlling	a	young	girl	in	her	sexual	development	aided	by	young	boys	who	want	sex	to	fulfill	their	fantasies.	(M/f-teen,	mf-teens,	1st,	mc)	A	Birthday	Present	For	Traci	-	by	Bugman	-	Tomorrow	Traci	would	be	12	years	old.	Her	friend	Amy	has	a	big	present	for	her.	Darl,	Amy's	21	year	old	brother,	who	has	an
overly	large	cock.	
(M/g,	ped,	inc,	bi,	intr,	1st)	A	Blonde	In	My	Bed	-	by	Strand	-	A	guy	finds	an	intruder	in	his	house	when	he	gets	back	from	the	store.	It's	a	case	of	mistaken	identity	that	turns	into	a	lust	story.	(MF,	1st,	oral,	anal,	rom)	A	Boater's	Paradise	-	by	JSR	-	A	family	goes	boating	and	ends	up	owning	a	nude	campground	and	marina.	(MFF/fm-teens,	family-inc,
ped,	1st,	exh,	orgy,	preg)	A	Boy	Among	Men	-	by	Jones	-	The	boy	is	small	and	slender	with	long	blond	hair	and	blue	eyes.	One	evening	he	is	riding	his	bicycle	bare-chested	wearing	bobby	socks	and	loose	baggy	shorts	and	a	hard	prick	when	a	man	offers	him	a	ride	in	his	convertible.	Guess	what?	(Mm,	ped,	1st-gay-expr,	mast,	oral,	anal,	cd,	alcohol)	A
Boy	and	His	Dog	-	by	Author	Obscure	-	A	13-year	old	boy	discovers	dogs	are	called	man's	best	friend.	Or	at	least	why	he	calls	the	family	canine	his	best	friend.	(m/beast,	1st,	gay)	A	Boy's	Erotic	Education	-	by	Elmer	B.	Ben	-	I	have	since	recovered	from	my	earlier	submissiveness	and,	in	fact,	assumed	the	opposite	role	to	some	extent.	But	I	have	never
forgotten	my	earlier	years	and	the	education	I	received	from	my	aunt's	friend,	Nurse	Adrian.	(Fm,	exh,	1st,	ped)	A	Brother	And	Sister	On	Holiday	-	by	Eager46	-	Their	parent's	holiday	in	Spain	is	ruined	when	their	father	breaks	his	leg.	So	18	year	old	Ryan	and	his	17	year	old	sister	Clare	go	instead.	Although	they	intended	to	enjoy	the	holiday	in	their
own	way,	the	two	find	that	they	want	to	spend	all	the	time	with	each	other.	(MF-teens,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal,	rom)	A	Cake	And	Some	Sugar	-	by	Dogtrot	-	When	Riley	tries	to	borrow	some	sugar	from	the	boy	next	door,	she	may	get	more	than	she	bargained	for.	(bg,	youths,	1st,	rom)	A	Charlie	Brown	Christmas	-	by	Anon	-	A	Charlie	Brown	Christmas
story	that	would	never	make	it	on	to	TV.	
(bg,	gg,	1st,	youths,	oral,	anal,	orgy,	beast,	parody)	A	Christmas	Surprise	-	by	Maussie	-	A	year	ago	my	good	friend	Miranda	promised	me	to	grant	my	deepest	wish	for	Christmas,	because	I	helped	her	out	so	much	throughout	the	year.	Sadly,	she	could	not	live	up	to	her	promise	back	then,	but	now,	a	year	later	she's	come	back	with	her	little	sister
Evelien	to	do	just	that,	keeping	her	promise	to	me.	(MFf,	ped,	bi,	1st,	oral,	anal,	cheat)	A	Completely	Normal	Story	-	by	007Bistromath	-	Nothing	special	here,	just	a	boy	and	a	girl.	Anybody	who	knows	my	name	knows	that's	certainly	not	my	usual	fare.	(MF,	1st,	rom)	A	Dance	For	Daddy	-	by	Sumddy	-	Music	drifting	down	the	hall	from	her	bedroom,	Jill
dances	into	her	father's	bedroom	on	a	Saturday	morning	intent	upon	seducing	him.	
(M/f-teen,	ped,	inc,	exh,	1st,	mast)	A	Dancers	Debut	-	by	Joe	Jasper	-	It	all	started	innocently	enough.	Jennifer	liked	to	go	out	on	the	weekends	around	campus,	drinking	with	friends.	She	saw	him	there,	with	some	of	his	friends	and	they	started	talking.	He	invited	her	back	to	his	place	and	they	talked	some	more	before	she	made	her	move.	She	wanted
to	have	sex	for	the	first	time	and	she	wanted	it	that	night.	She	knew	that	her	roommates	had	sex	on	a	regular	basis	and	she	was	going	to	join	them	in	their	conversations	the	mornings	after.	(MF,	1st	time)	A	Dark	And	Stormy	Night	-	by	Ann	Douglas	-	This	story	is	about	two	young	friends,	who	spend	a	night	at	the	family	cabin,	and	have	their	first	girl
love	session.	(ff,	lez,	oral)	A	Date	With	Kayleigh	-	by	The	White	Rabbit	-	A	man	meets	an	eleven-year-old	girl	in	park,	and	agrees	to	be	her	"date"	for	the	afternoon,	going	to	the	cinema	together.	As	the	day	progresses,	they	begin	to	enjoy	each	other's	company	intimately,	and	end	up	in	her	bedroom,	where	he	introduces	her	to	the	joys	of	sex.	This	is	a
very	explicit	story	of	sex	between	an	adult	and	a	child;	but	it's	also	a	love-story.	(Mf,	rom,	ped,	1st)	A	Date	Without	My	Glasses	-	by	Y.G.Hen	-	When	a	nice	teenager	goes	on	a	date	to	the	movies	without	her	glasses	on,	she	is	treated	differently,	very	differently.	(mf-teens,	nc,	exh,	1st,	oral)	A	Daughter's	Sex	Ed	Class	-	by	dale10	-	Dad	gives	seven	year
old	Cindy	a	little	sex	education.	(Mg,	extreme-ped,	inc,	voy,	oral,	feet,	1st)	A	Day	At	Amy's	House	-	by	FOXI	-	Jenny's	best	friend	Amy	invites	her	over	for	a	day	by	the	pool	with	a	few	surprises	from	Amy's	mom.	It	turns	out	to	be	the	best	day	ever	for	Jenny.	(Ff,	ped,	reluc,	exh,	1st-lesbian-expr,	mast,	anal)	A	Day	Off	School	-	by	Katie	-	This	is	a	true	story,
of	my	first	sexual	experience	with	another	person,	which	happened	to	be	my	stepmother,	in	turn	it	blossomed	into	a	full	blown	affair,	which	is	still	alive	and	strong	today.	(Ff,	ped,	1st-lesbian-expr,	mast,	oral,	voy)	A	Day	at	the	Beach	-	by	Joanne	Rabbit	-	A	teenage	girl	goes	to	the	beach	and	has	a	momentous	first	sexual	experience.	
(MMf-teen,	reluc,	1st,	oral,	anal,	orgy,	voy)	A	Dish	Best	Served	Cold	-	by	Steve-O	-	When	I	was	dating	my	now	ex-girlfriend,	her	VERY	hot	younger	sister	went	out	of	her	way	to	voice	her	dislike	of	me.	The	fact	that	she	continued	the	insults	after	I	had	left	her	sister	angered	me.	Revenge	is	only	sweet	when	you	catch	the	person	off-guard,	so	I	waited	3
years	to	do	just	that.	(MF,	reluc,	1st,	oral,	mast)	A	Dream	Come	True	-	by	Bossman	-	A	fourteen	year	old	girl	fantasizes	about	a	young	employee	of	her	fathers.	When	her	wish	comes	true,	it's	not	what	she	was	expecting.	(MM/f-teen,	ped,	1st)	A	Fairytale	-	by	Sumddy	-	A	young	girl	masturbates	to	images	of	her	father	with	her	stuffed	animals	Teddy	and
Leo	and	in	the	middle	of	dreaming	about	her	Daddy	her	fairy	godmother	grants	her	a	wish	Her	two	friends	come	alive.	(Mg,	extreme-ped,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	light-beast,	fantasy)	Part	2	A	Family	Affair	-	by	Dave	-	A	"what	if"	fantasy	between	a	computer	geek	and	alien	visitors	intent	on	changing	history.	
(MF,	reluc,	inc,	1st,	sci-fi)	A	Family	Affair	-	by	Obmuj	-	This	story	covers	a	couple	generations	of	love	among	family	members.	Some	become	sexually	aware	as	the	main	characters	in	the	story	enjoy	the	tingles	and	merging	of	family	relationships.	(MFmf-teens,	family-inc,	1st,	exh)	A	Family	Affair:	The	Trilogy	-	by	Art	S	Healing	-	A	young	exhibitionist	girl
describes	her	recent	past	at	the	hands	of	her	perverted	family	and	how	she	finds	out	that	showing	off	can	yield	some	unusual	benefits	in	her	house.	(MFbg,	extreme-ped,	bi,	inc,	exh,	voy,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal,	ws)	Part	2	-	Part	3	A	Family	In	Turmoil	-	by	DG	Hear	-	Two	brothers	have	problems	with	their	girlfriends.	You	have	to	read	the	story	to	find	out
why	and	how	they	solve	their	problems.	(MF,	1st,	rom,	fantasy)	A	Family	Vacation	from	Hell	-	by	Uncle	Karl	-	A	family	meets	a	well	prepared	predator	who	is	going	to	change	their	lives.	Drugged	and	forced	to	perform	for	their	new	master,	how	will	they	get	out	this	and	who	will	they	be	when	it's	done?	(Mdom/MFf,	nc,	rp,	v,	bi,	inc,	1st,	drugs,	bd,	ws)
A	Father-Daughter	Liaison	-	by	Lukeleia	-	A	girl	gives	herself	freely	to	her	divorced	father.	(Mf-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st)	A	Favor	-	by	Realoldbill	-	A	younger	brother	enjoys	taking	his	lovely	sister's	cherry.	(mf-teens,	inc,	1st)	A	Filmy	Anaylsis	-	by	Carrot74	-	This	is	one	of	many	of	what	I	call	"The	Laura	Chronicles".	Each	of	the	stories	is	written	as	if	it	were
her	first	time	-	just	something	I	prefer.	This	one	is	about	lovely	Laura	at	a	film	lab	with	her	boss,	and	they	have	to	work	late	to	get	the	film	done	for	the	next	day.	It	gets	hot	in	a	film	lab	-	in	more	ways	than	you	thought.	(FF,	herm,	reluc,	oral,	1st)	A	Fortunate	Night	-	by	DarkLady	-	A	teenager	wakes	up	in	the	middle	of	the	night	as	an	intruder	climbs
into	her	bed	to	rape	her.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	nc,	rp,	1st)	A	Fox	In	The	Chicken	Coop	-	by	Ifurita	X	-	This	is	a	story	about	control.	Stepmother	hypnotizes	husband	and	stepdaughter	and	makes	them	to	do	her	bidding.	(F/f-teen,	M/f-teen,	d/s,	underage,	mc,	inc,	1st,	hypno)	A	Friend	Horny	Like	Me	-	by	Hornygirl123	-	As	teenagers,	Christian	and	I	were	very
close.	We	talked	often,	and	shared	many	of	our	embarrassing	secrets.	When	we	were	on	the	topic	of	sex	one	day,	we	found	out	things	about	each	other	that	we	never	guess	we	would've	known...	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st,	mast,	oral)	A	Funny	Thing	Happened	On	The	Way	To	The	Shower	-	by	Justin	Amured	-	A	fantasy	about	a	brother	and	sister	who	expand
their	relationship	while	their	parents	are	away.	I've	tried	to	create	personalities	and	leave	most	descriptions	to	the	reader.	(mf-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	rom)	A	Furtive	Intrusion	-	by	Lanka	Cream	-	The	young	boy,	seemingly	too	young	to	be	sexually	active,	steals	into	his	mother's	room	late	at	night.	After	he	thinks	he	has	sedated	her	with	a
sleeping	pills,	he	ties	her	to	the	bed	while	he	mistakenly	thinks	she's	sleeping.	
Mom	is	surprised	and	shocked,	both	by	her	boy's	actions	and	by	her	instant	arousal.	Things	quickly	become	confused	and	get	out	of	hand.	(F/m-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st,	oral,	preg)	A	Gift	For	Grandfather	-	by	Lea	Adams	-	My	grandfather	changed	my	entire	outlook	on	old	people,	(Mf,	ped,	inc,	1st)	Part	2	A	Gift	From	The	Babysitter	-	by	Tail	Spinner	-	A	story
sent	to	me	of	a	young	lad	losing	his	virginity	to	his	babysitter.	(F-teen/b-pre-teen,	ped,	1st)	A	Girl	Learns	How	To	Bust	Balls	-	by	Justoneguy	-	A	girl	finds	out	that	guys	aren't	so	tough	after	all.	(mf-teens,	youths,	oral,	1st,	v,	tor)	A	Girl	Named	Sam	-	by	Aquarius	-	A	young	girl	running	away	from	home	meets	a	stranger	on	the	road	who	treats	her	like	a
woman	not	some	object	to	use	and	throw	away.	(Mf,	ped,	1st,	rom)	A	Girl,	A	Dog	And	Two	Boys	-	by	Gail	Lewis	-	A	young	girl	is	'playing'	with	an	excited	neighborhood	dog	when	she	is	'caught'	by	two	high	school	boys.	
(mm/g,	youths,	reluc,	1st,	beast,	blkmail)	A	Girl's	Best	Friend	-	by	Jimbo2	-	A	preteen	girl	has	a	relationship	with	a	K9	friend.	(M/g,	g/beast,	ped,	voy,	1st,	mast)	A	Girl's	Point	Of	View	-	by	RavensNest	-	A	young	girl	discovers	her	sexuality,	then	moves	on	to	learn	from	her	older	brother	and	finally	a	teacher	at	school.	
(mm/f,	teens,	inc,	M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	mast,	oral)	A	Girl's	Sexual	Adventures	-	by	Ikki	-	The	story	of	a	young	girl's	introduction	to	the	joys	of	sex	and	how	she	was	repeatedly	gang-banged	by	the	guys	of	a	paedophile-ring,	fucked	by	her	mother's	boyfriends,	even	fucked	by	transvestites.	(M+g,	extreme-ped,	1st,	inc,	bi,	bd,	beast,	public-sex)	A	Graveyard
Adventure	-	by	Lastone	-	Home	life	for	a	brother	and	sister	is	not	good.	On	a	Halloween	night	in	1967	the	two	leave	the	house	dressed	in	costume.	Not	wanting	to	return	home	after	trick	or	treating	they	take	refuge	in	the	local	graveyard.	Their	young	lives	are	changed	forever	as	the	moon	shines	down	on	them.	(mf-teens,	couples,	youths,	inc,	1st,	oral,
food)	A	Haunting	Love	-	by	Beeting	Off	Bob	-	An	E-Novel:	Debbie	and	Robby	have	secretly	played	in	the	mysterious	abandoned	mansion	next	door	for	most	of	their	lives.	Now,	as	they	keep	their	own	flowering	sexuality	secret,	the	house	begins	to	give	up	some	of	its	secrets.	Then	their	world	is	turned	upside	down	when	a	stranger	arrives,	exposing	even
more	secrets	about	their	mother,	himself,	and	even	them.	(MF-teens,	mf-pre,	youths,	inc,	1st,	preg)	A	Helping	Hand	From	A	Friend	-	by	Eager	46	-	Twelve	year	old	Alan	finds	a	German	"Gay"	magazine	while	walking	his	dog	in	the	woods.	(bb,	f-teen/bb,	1st,	mast,	oral,	1st-bi-exper)	Part	2	A	Holiday	In	Africa	-	by	Author	on	Africa	-	A	white	cheerleader
sneaks	off	for	a	holiday	in	Africa	while	her	rich	parents	think	she	is	staying	with	friends.	(M+/f-teen,	1st,	orgy,	intr)	A	Horse	In	The	Dugout	-	by	jallen944	-	Ethan's	huge	cock	earns	him	a	new	nickname.	(MF,	1st,	size)	A	Knight	Takes	A	New	Page	-	by	Bill	-	The	year	is	1190	AD,	just	before	the	Third	Crusade.	
A	Knight	in	King	Richard's	army	selects	a	13-year-old	peasant	boy	to	be	his	new	page.	Then	he	brings	the	boy	to	his	bed	to	teach	him	the	full	extent	of	a	page's	duties.	(M/m-teen,	ped,	reluc,	1st,	oral,	anal,	hist)	A	Lifelong	Love	-	by	Shadow	Kiss	-	A	story	about	how	Rob	and	Janet	fell	in	love	at	an	early	age.	A	love	that	carried	on	until	adulthood.	
(MF,	inc,	1st,	oral,	mast,	rom)	A	Little	Girl	And	Her	Big	Brother	-	by	An	Erotica	Addict	-	Cindy	is	taught	about	sex	in	the	bathroom	by	her	older	brother.	(mf-teens,	nc,	rp,	inc,	1st,	ws)	A	Little	Halloweenie	Treat	-	by	Lastone	-	When	Halloween	comes	every	October,	treats	are	passed	out.	On	a	dark	chilly	night	this	year	two	boys	and	girl	head	out	to	find
them.	But	their	plans	are	altered	way	before	curfew	time	approaches.	Back	at	one	their	houses	the	two	boys	want	a	special	treat	but	the	girl	isn�t	sure	she	wants	to	give	them	out.	But	the	trick	is	on	them;	in	the	end	she	has	more	than	one	treat	for	them.	(mmf,	teens,	1st)	A	Little	Money	On	The	Side	-	by	Vulgus	-	A	teenage	girl	and	some	of	her	friends
who	live	in	poverty	get	sucked	in	by	the	neighborhood	child	molester	and	agree	to	have	sex	with	adults	and	her	friends	and	pose	for	pictures	in	exchange	for	money.	Trouble	ensues	when	she	tries	to	back	out	of	her	agreement.	(M+/ff-teen,	ff-teens,	ped,	nc,	1st,	exh,	oral,	anal,	bi)	A	Little	Piece	Of	Heaven	-	by	Tony	Steve	-	Steve's	girlfriend	is	a	freak	in
bed.	Better	yet,	like	mother	like	daughter!	(MFg,	ped,	nc,	1st,	exh,	ws)	A	Lustful	Teacher	-	by	Anon	-	A	female	teacher	at	an	all	girl's	school	falls	in	love	with	her	student	and	can't	help	keeping	it	quiet	anymore.	(Ff,	ped,	nc,	rp,	1st,	mast,	oral,	bd,	tor,	forced-orgasms)	A	Matter	Of	Love	-	by	Karen	Kay	-	A	white	wife	falls	in	love	with	their	black	hired
hand	when	her	husband	has	to	leave	the	country	to	hide	out	for	more	than	a	year.	(MF,	1st,	intr,	rom)	A	Mixed	School	-	by	Best	Boy	-	This	is	the	story	of	about	when	two	schools	became	one.	A	girl's	school	and	a	boy's	school	became	co-ed	when	once	they	were	private	single	gender	high	schools.	The	student's	ages	range	from	eleven	to	eighteen	with
around	a	hundred	students	at	each	school.	(F/mf-teens,	ped,	nc,	bi,	voy,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal)	A	Model	Niece	-	by	Uncle	Steve	-	An	uncle	seduces	his	13-year-old	niece	under	the	guise	of	a	photographic	modeling	session.	(M/f-yteen,	ped,	exh,	inc,	1st,	oral,	mast)	A	Model	Son	-	by	Anon	-	It's	strange	how	an	incestuous	relationship,	like	one	between	a
mother	and	a	son,	could	get	started.	Mine	happened,	not	because	I	jumped	in	bed	with	my	son,	but	it	progressed,	all	at	once,	from	a	quite	innocent	thought	to	a	full-blown	realization.	It	started	when	my	son,	Jimmy,	decided	that	he	needed	a	hobby.	(Fm,	mom/son,	inc,	1st)	A	Moment	In	Time	-	by	Anon	-	It's	Halloween	night	and	anything	can	happen.
Trick	or	treat	to	pranks	can	happen.	The	ghouls	and	spirits	come	out	to	play.	One	demon	needs	more	than	just	play;	he	wants	one	particular	girl	that	night	and	lures	her	into	his	lair.	(mf-teens,	reluc,	1st,	fantasy)	A	Morning	On	The	Beach	-	by	Anubis	-	A	twink	goes	from	virgin	to	expert,	thanks	to	an	older	man.	(MM,	1st-gay-expr)	A	Mother's	Day
Surprise	-	by	MapleValley8	-	Sons	that	surprise	their	mothers	on	her	special	day	are	always	a	joy.	
This	Mother's	Day	was	full	of	surprises	for	Mom.	(Fm,	reluc,	inc,	1st,	rom)	A	New	Bed	to	Share	-	by	Pseudonymous	-	My	sister	Rachel	and	I,	were	always	close.	For	nearly	2	months	out	of	the	year	we	were	the	same	age.	I	was	born	at	the	end	of	January,	she	end	of	November.	Although	I	thought	she	was	cute,	even	beautiful	when	she	smiled,	I	never
really	saw	her	in	a	sexual	way	before.	At	least,	not	until	I	turned	17.	(MF-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	rom)	Part	2	A	New	Foster	Home	-	by	Vulgus	-	A	young	girl	is	removed	from	her	home	by	the	courts,	but	then	is	removed	from	the	system	by	an	unscrupulous	Social	Worker	and	becomes	a	sex	toy	for	a	man	and	his	teenage	boys,	and	assorted
friends	and	family.	This	story	isn't	for	everyone.	(MF+/f,	nc,	rp,	1st,	bi,	intr,	oral,	anal,	ws)	A	New	Life	Spent	In	Perpetual	Orgy	-	by	NemesisGB	-	A	Single	man	begins	a	new	flat	share	with	three	women,	one	is	straight	and	bi-curious,	the	other	two,	the	'pussycats'	do	not	understand	the	word	discretion.	A	strong	love	affair	develops	with	plenty	of	sex.
(F+/M,	rom,	exh,	orgy,	1st)	A	Night	at	the	Movies	-	Arthur	Author	-	A	habitually	shy	teen	is	incredibly	awkward	around	girls	and	resigns	himself	to	experiencing	sex	only	through	porn,	until	one	night	at	the	movies,	he	finds	something	that	he's	comfortable	with.	(MM,	adult/teen,	1st-gay-expr,	reluc,	mast,	oral,	anal)	A	Night	To	Remember	-	by	LeeGurl	-
A	girl	on	her	16th	birthday	loses	her	virginity	to	her	seductive	step-brother.	(mf-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st,	oral,	rom)	A	Pair	Of	Firsts	-	by	Jessica	Princess	-	A	woman	in	her	thirties	thinks	she's	seducing	a	younger	man	for	his	first	time.	
It	turns	into	so	much	more	when	he	lets	loose	his	wildest	exhibitionist	fantasies.	This	is	my	third	story,	the	others	being	in	directory	39...	feel	free	to	send	me	feedback	on	any	of	them...	JP	(MMF,	exh,	reluc,	1st,	oarl,	anal,	gb)	A	Pakistani	Girl's	Sexual	Liberation	-	by	Skam	-	A	Pakistani	girl	loses	her	virginity	under	odd	circumstances	that	becomes	the
start	of	an	erotic	adventure.	(MF,	FF,	reluc,	1st,	shemale,	exh)	A	Passion	For	My	Own	-	by	S.K.	Jacoby	-	A	young,	straight	woman	reluctantly	accompanies	her	friend	to	a	lesbian	bar	and	discovers	that	she,	too,	has	strong	urges	for	her	own	sex.	
She	lets	herself	be	seduced	by	a	pretty	butch.	(FF,	1st-lesbian-expr,	oral,	rom)	A	Personal	Nightmare	-	by	Sweet	Irish	-	A	mother	and	daughter,	both	separated	at	birth,	have	the	unique	experience	of	becoming	pregnant	with	the	same	man	at	the	age	of	19.	At	first	they	aren't	aware	of	their	relationship	and	the	man	doesn't	know	either.	Another	young
couple	assist	them.	(MFfm,	1st,	inc,	rom,	preg)	A	Pet	in	the	Attic	-	by	genderfluidfreak	-	A	teenage	girl	is	kidnapped	and	discovers	she	likes	being	a	pet.	(M+/f-teen,	ped,	nc,	rp,	v,	1st,	bd,	tor,	ws)	A	Photographic	Delight	-	by	Obmuj	-	For	Sandy	at	age	eight,	playing	with	dolls	was	ok,	but	her	favorite	game	was	being	a	model	and	movie	star.	Her	fantasy
becomes	reality	one	afternoon.	(Mg,	bg,	bb,	ped,	exh,	reluc,	1st,	bi)	A	Price	To	Pay	-	by	Thall	-	A	stressed-out	young	athlete	meets	hippy	chick	who	mellows	him	the	old	fashioned	way.	(MF,	1st,	drugs)	A	Question	Of	Her	Honor	-	by	Obmuj	-	Kandi	was	a	15	year-old	cheerleader.	She	was	kidnapped	as	she	walked	down	the	country	road	toward	her
family's	farm	after	a	game.	The	kidnapper	took	her	virginity.	But	she	warned	him	even	during	the	act	that	he	would	roast	in	hell	for	what	he'd	done	to	her.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	nc,	rp,	1st,	v,	sn)	A	Rare	Weekend	-	by	The	Slim	One	-	A	surprising	weekend	similar	to	the	1980s	sitcom	"Three's	Company."	But	this	story,	partly	true,	takes	the	scenario	beyond	the
limits	of	network	television.	(FFM,	1st,	bi,	orgy)	A	Religious	Experience	In	Sex	-	by	Obmuj	-	Reverend	Mark	Fritz	loves	his	church	members	-	especially	the	females.	His	sexual	activities	hit	the	best	yet	when	37	year	old	Kairen	Brownly	becomes	his	next	sexual	partner.	From	that	moment,	Kairen	finds	sex	in	many	ways	after	she	and	her	husband
divorce.	(MFFbg,	ped,	bi,	1st,	orgy)	A	Ride	In	The	Woods	-	by	Omnivore	-	A	young	teen	likes	to	jackoff	in	the	out-of-doors.	He	does	it	often,	until	one	day	he's	caught	doing	it.	(mm,	mast,	voy,	oral,	outdoor/public,	1st-gay-expr)	A	Russian	Ordeal	in	Mongolia	-	by	Helena	Aranatovya	-	About	a	Russian	mother	living	with	her	daughter	in	Mongolia	having	to
endure	hard	economic	times,	is	forced	to	prostitute	herself	to	not	only	her	landlord	whom	she	is	in	two	months	arrears	of	rent	payment	but	also	to	the	local	people.	(MMF,	reluc,	1st,	oral,	anal,	intr,	bd)	A	Series	Of	Firsts	-	by	Kari	Rich	-	A	first	in	a	series	(maybe,	probably)	of	my	sexual	experiences.	
They	are	true	and	I	hope	that	I	have	properly	conveyed	my	feelings	and	emotions	about	those	moments	in	my	life	that	I	shall	never	forget.	This	is	the	first	time	I	have	ever	put	these	events	in	writing	and	I	hope	that	I	have	done	them	justice.	(MF-teens,	1st,	mast)	A	Sex	Filled	All	Night	Bus	Trip	-	by	LaPetiteMort	-	On	a	long	over	night	bus	ride,	a	true
cum	slut	gives	a	teenage	boy	his	first	sex,	starts	a	teenage	girl	on	her	wild	sex-filled	life	by	having	her	fuck	her	dad	and	then,	as	a	"Thank	You,"	her	female	student	arranges	for	her	to	have	more	cock	than	she	can	handle.	(FfmM,	ped,	1st,	oral,	size,	orgy)	A	Shocking	Way	To	Wake	Up	-	by	Bugman	-	When	a	fourteen	year	old	wakes	up	to	find	her	sister's
husband	shoving	his	manhood	into	her	virgin	body,	she	tries	every	way	possible	to	save	her	cherry,	but	alas,	it	was	too	late.	(Mf-teen,	ped,	nc,	rp,	1st,	v,	mast,	oral,	anal)	A	Sister	And	Brother	Story	-	by	Livdnsouth	-	A	brother	and	sister	learn	about	fucking	from	observing	mommy	and	daddy.	They	naturally	fall	into	an	intense	sexual	relationship	that
lasts	until	they	get	married.	
(bg,	youths,	inc,	1st,	voy)	A	Soldier's	Boy	-	by	Pete	-	A	young	boy's	first	sexual	experience	encourages	him	to	find	his	real	sexuality.	(Mb,	ped,	1st-gay-expr,	oral,	mast)	A	Spirit	Visits	John	-	by	Bakeboss	-	A	twin	comes	back	from	the	dead	to	enjoy	her	brother.	
(MF,	inc,	1st,	rom,	fantasy/sci-fi)	A	Summer	Of	Discovery	-	by	Lucien_al	-	Summer	in	the	60's,	Cousins	have	a	blast	with	three	older	girls	who	show	the	younger	boy	the	ropes.	(mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	oral,	mast)	A	Tale	Of	Forbidden	Love	-	by	Meredith	Jaussaud	-	A	captivating	account	of	a	son's	lifelong	love	for	his	beautiful	Mother.	Told	from	a	third	person
perspective,	this	story	traces	an	eighteen	year	old's	initial	admission	of	his	unrequited	love	for	his	34	year	old	Mother.	From	his	initial	admission,	the	story	traces	how	a	forbidden	fantasy	evolves	into	a	fully	matured	romantic	love	affair	between	Mother	and	Son.	(FFM,	inc,	rom,	1st,	preg)	A	Thanksgiving	to	Remember	-	by	Geminiguy	-	The	attic	was
one	large	room	with	two	dangling	light	bulbs	and	a	small	window	above	at	the	back.	It	was	very	neat	and	clean,	also	carpeted	but	the	walls	were	bare,	undone.	
There	was	an	old-fashioned	bed	at	the	end	of	the	attic	along	with	neatly	stacked	boxes	and	old	chests.	It	was	the	perfect	place	to	get	away	from	the	family	on	Thanksgiving	day	and	be	alone	with	my	cousin	Tara.	(mf,	youths,	inc,	1st)	A	Thirteen	Year	Old	In	The	Woods	-	by	Kacey	-	Michelle	plays	football	with	the	boys	and	then	the	boys	play	with	her.
(mmmf-teens,	nc,	rp,	1st)	A	Tiger	By	Any	Other	Name	-	by	Peter	Pan	-	A	young	girl	discovers	that	being	devoted	to	erotic	story	sites	can	have	its	worrying	aspects.	(M/F-teen,	ped,	1st)	A	Train	Journey	-	by	UR	Null	-	A	teenager	go	on	a	train	journey	with	his	mother.	Due	to	some	problem	with	advance	booking	they	have	share	a	berth	and	a	blanket.
(F/m-teen,	inc,	1st,	India)	A	Treasure	Explored	-	by	Bythe	Spirit	-	Michelle	lost	her	money.	I	found	a	treasure.	(Mg,	ped,	1st)	A	Trip	To	Canada	-	by	MotherFuckerDreamer	-	A	mother	and	son's	trip	to	Canada,	brings	out	their	true	love.	(F-adult/M-teen,	inc,	1st)	A	Trip	To	Remember	-	by	Headwired	-	A	teenage	boy,	bored	on	a	red-eye	flight	to	Hawaii,
begins	to	chat	with	a	pretty	flight	attendant,	who	is	more	than	happy	to	relieve	him	of	his	boredom.	(F/m-teen,	1st)	A	Trip	To	Remember	-	by	izzy	-	A	young	teenager	travels	to	visit	her	friend.	(M/f-teen,	1st,	oral)	A	Unique	Day	-	by	Writerotic	-	A	visit	to	my	cousins'	house	yields	unimaginable	rewards.	(M/fg,	ped,	bi,	inc,	voy,	1st)	A	Very	Compassionate
Friend	-	by	desert	bandit	-	A	16	year	old	boy	is	reunited	with	his	parents	after	suffering	cruel	abuse	by	his	kidnapper.	Seeing	his	pain,	a	goddess	of	a	woman	helps	him	relieve	some	tension.	(F/m-teen,	rom,	1st,	preg)	A	Very	Lucky	Boy	-	by	Goodonyer	-	Sexual	experiences	with	others	while	growing	up	at	the	outskirts	of	a	large	town.	(b/g+,	bb,	bi,
youths-ped,	1st)	A	Very	Young	Man's	Summer	Job,	1962	-	by	Raj	Pepper	-	The	year	is	1962.	Unobserved,	the	new	kid	at	the	hardware	store	sees	his	co-workers	sucking	cock,	intensely,	and	wonders...	This	is	a	coming	of	age	story	where	cock	play	is	the	rule	of	the	day.	(MMm,	1st-gay-expr,	mast,	oral,	anal,	orgy)	A	Virgin	Sacrifice	-	by	Abbey	Normal	-
Deep	under	the	ground,	a	girl	is	brought	before	a	monster.	But	it	might	not	be	what	it	looks	like.	(F/beast,	reluc,	1st,	bd,	sci-fi)	A	Virgin	With	A	Passion	-	by	Sweet	Irish	-	What	can	lead	an	adult	male	to	become	involved	with	a	young	girl	of	17,	and	one	who	is	still	a	virgin?	Perhaps	it	is	her	unexpected	desire	to	be	nude	in	front	of	him.	(M/f-teen,	exh,
1st,	rom)	A	Visit	From	The	Neighbor	Girl	-	by	Dave	Williams	-	A	fantasy	where	my	wife	and	boys	had	just	gone	away	for	a	couple	weeks	when	Brooke,	the	little	girl	from	down	the	street	walks	in	on	me	naked	while	I	am	taking	a	bath.	(Mg,	ped,	1st,	exh,	mast,	oral,	anal,	ws)	A	Visit	To	The	Park	-	by	Jason	and	Bridgette	-	Fantasy	becomes	true	for	my
boyfriend	Jason	and	me,	as	we	take	a	walk	to	the	park	and	find	a	couple	of	kids	who	want	to	join	us	for	some	fun.	
(MF/bbg,	ped,	inc,	voy,	1st)	A	Walk	On	A	Foggy	Night	-	by	Charles	Dick	-	Getting	caught	doing	something	stupid	on	a	foggy	night	leads	to	a	lifelong	set	of	relationships	between	a	young	girl	and	an	early	teen	boy.	(mg,	youths,	exh,	mast,	1st,	coming-of-age,	rom)	A	Weekend	to	Remember	-	by	Scooter	UK	-	A	19	year	old	guy	falls	for	a	14	year	old	girl	and
spends	a	long	weekend	making	love	to	her.	(MMf-teens,	ped,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	A	Weekend	with	my	Nieces	-	by	Pops4476	-	This	is	written	as	a	tribute	to	two	of	my	favorite	web	show	hosts.	I	apologize	for	any	hard	feelings.	(M/f-teen,	spank,	inc,	1st)	Part	2	A	While	Ago,	When	I	Was	Young	-	by	Rodger-The-Dodger	-	Young	girl
plays	hard	to	get	her	boyfriend,	but	her	boss	"gets"	her	first	and	gets	her	ready	for	him.	
(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	reluc,	voy)	A	Winter's	Night	-	by	Bossman	-	I	had	just	turned	thirteen	when	mum	left	me	and	dad.	She'd	been	having	an	affair	with	this	man	for	nearly	a	year.	My	dad	took	me	away,	saying	that	mum	was	no	fit	parent	for	a	teenage	girl.	(MM/f-teen,	ped,	nc,	intr,	v,	inc,	voy,	1st,	prost)	A	Woman's	Best	Friend	-	by	LaffWithMe	-	No	one
would	ever	believe	that	Rita	would	have	sex	with	a	dog,	least	of	all	Rita.	But	sometimes	circumstances	arise	and	we	discover	that	the	abhorrent	isn�t	really	bad	at	all.	In	fact	it	can	be	quite	nice.	(F/dog,	1st	time)	A	Woman's	View	-	by	Zaphod	-	The	first	of	an	ongoing	story	of	a	young	woman's	erotic	adventures.	This	episode	takes	place	on	a	singles
cruise	ship	and	is	her	first	introduction	to	bondage	and	lesbianism.	(FF,	exh,	voy,	org,	1st)	A	Year	In	The	Life	Of	Madison	Semmes	-	by	Alex	Hawk	-	A	twelve-year-old	girl	hears	about	the	concept	of	virginity	and	promptly	decides,	"Well,	that's	useless."	Enjoy	this	saga	of	the	first	year	of	her	sex-life.	(bb,	youths,	1st-gay-expr)	Part	2	Abby	-	by	Y4Y	-
Having	watched	Abby	grow	up	into	a	breath-taking	beauty,	sexual	thoughts	had	never	entered	my	mind.	That	is,	until	she	placed	them	there.	This	is	a	story	of	beauty,	excitement	and	exploration.	
(MF/f-teen,	ped,	1st)	Abby	And	Sarah	-	by	Eager46	-	Fourteen-year-old	Abby	goes	to	her	first	party	unsupervised	and	without	a	chaperone.	Her	mother	warned	her	to	be	very	careful	about	boys	and	not	to	let	them	get	too	familiar.	At	the	party,	Abby	is	shocked	to	discover	that	it	wasn't	the	boys	her	mother	should	have	been	concerned	about.	(ff-teens,
1st,	mast,	rom)	Part	2	Abby's	Young	Friends	-	by	Jimbo2	-	A	young	girl	and	her	young	friends	find	out	that	they	really	like	cock.	(mf-teens,	ped,	inc,	1st)	Abducted	-	by	Mynameisjudge	-	Tess	finds	herself	roped	and	gagged	in	a	dark	dungeon.	(MF,	nc,	rp,	1st,	oral,	anal,	bd)	Abduction:	Raining	Cats	and	Dogs	-	by	Lady	Jay	and	Ken	L.	Master	-	A	teenage
boy	runs	away	from	home.	Then	almost	at	once	he's	kidnapped	by	two	men	with	an	unusual	fetish.	(MM/m-teen,	beast/m-teen,	nc,	rp,	1st,	intr,	bd,	huml,	cd,	tg,	anal)	Part	2	About	Doing	Cassandra	-	by	Anon	-	A	story	where	a	male	and	female	change	sex	roles.	A	teenage	boy's	personality	and	memories	are	switched	with	those	of	his	scientist	mother
when	an	experiment	gone	wrong.	(FM/m-teen,	FF,	underage,	inc,	bi,	mast,	oral,	rom,	sci-fi)	Abuse	Of	Chloe	Moretz	-	by	Chuck	MacGrliber	-	A	young	man	decides	that	he	is	going	to	take	advantage	of	Chloe	Moretz.	A	celebrity	teen	that	he	has	had	an	obsession	with	for	years.	
Her	parents	are	away	for	the	weekend	so	it	is	time	for	his	years	of	planning	to	pay	off.	
(M/f-teen,	ped,	nc,	rp,	v,	1st,	anal,	preg,	celeb-parody)	Abusing	His	Sisters	-	by	Anon	-	Dick	was	the	oldest	of	three	children,	he	and	his	two	younger	sisters	were	left	home	alone	a	lot	since	their	parents	worked	long	hours	to	keep	the	family	business	alive.	One	day	Dick	decided	that	he	ought	to	get	a	little	something	extra	for	all	the	work	he	had	to	do
around	the	house.	(m-teen/gg,	youths,	forced-inc,	1st)	Accidental	Incest	-	by	George	VI	-	A	suburban	wife	goes	to	investigate	a	loud	party	down	the	block	and	is	drawn	into	events	beyond	her	control.	(m+/F,	inc,	nc,	rp,	oral,	teens,	1st)	Accidents	Will	Happen	-	by	Holly	Rennick	-	A	Who-Done-It?	Where	the	two	culprits	volunteer	that	they	did	it.	
But	it	doesn't	look	like	an	accident	to	Sheila	Wright,	Private	Eye!	(mf-teens,	1st)	Ad	Astra	Per	Aspera	-	by	Sakka	-	After	disease	decimates	the	male	population	of	a	giant	starship,	the	handful	of	surviving	boys	are	called	on	to	help	repopulate	the	vessel.	(F+/b,	1st,	preg,	sci-fi)	Adam	and	Eve	-	by	Anon	-	Eve	has	a	very	high	sexual	need.	In	addition	to
being	very	promiscuous	the	single	mother	seduces	her	son	Adam	and	both	enjoy	sleeping	together	until	he	leaves	for	college.	After	graduation,	on	his	way	to	a	job	interview,	he	returns	home	unexpectedly	to	enjoy	the	embraces	of	his	mother	once	again.	(F/m-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral)	Adam's	Big	Brother	-	by	Anon	-	A	pedophile	enjoys	his	role	as	a
'big	brother'	when	he	meets	Adam	a	small	twelve	year	old	boy	and	takes	him	under	his	wing.	(Mm,	extreme-ped,	adult/child,	oral,	anal,	1st-gay-expr)	Adrian	The	Eleven	Year	Old	Genius	-	by	Obmuj	-	The	girl	of	eleven	was	a	genius,	and	had	been	promoted	and	passed	classes	from	elementary	school	to	high	school	with	ease.	Now	she	was	going	to	a
seminar	that	studied	students	who	were	exceptionally	brilliant.	Adrian,	always	wanted	to	be	treated	as	a	grownup,	and	she	finally	got	her	wish.	(Mg,	ped,	1st,	anal)	Adventures	In	Babysitting	-	by	Raiderboy	-	Melissa	had	just	checked	on	the	kids	to	make	sure	they	were	asleep.	After	all,	the	fifteen-year-old	baby	sitter	didn't	want	her	young	charges	to
see	her	when	she	sat	down	to	relax	and	watch	her	porn	tape.	Both	twelve-year-old	Scott	and	his	four-year-old	sister	Tracy	were	sound	asleep.	Or	so	she	thought.	(teen-girl/preteen-boy,	ped,	1st)	Adventures	in	Cock	Sucking	-	by	ljdoofus75	-	Sexual	experiences	while	coming	of	age.	(MMmm+,	ped,	inc,	1st,	oral,	anal,	public,	pot)	Adventures	of	a
Millionaire	-	by	The	Millionaire	-	It	all	started	back	in	1992,	I	was	working	for	an	advertisement	firm	in	downtown	Chicago.	I	decided	one	day	that	I	would	try	my	luck	at	playing	the	Lottery.	So	I	picked	6	numbers	and	continued	playing	those	numbers	religiously	every	week	for	5	years	straight.	Then	one	night	after	another	long	day	at	the	office,	I	sat
down,	cracked	open	a	cold	beer	and	turned	on	the	news	and	waited	for	the	weekly	drawing.	(MF,	mc,	1st)	Adventures	of	a	Victorian	Gentleman	-	by	T.G	Kavanagh	-	A	young	girl	saved	from	the	workhouse	and	installed	as	a	maid,	learns	of	the	ways	of	an	elderly	bachelor	and	his	orphaned	niece.	(M/ff-teens,	ped,	1st,	inc,	mast,	oral,	voy)	Part	2
Adventures	Of	Mike	And	Susan	-	by	John	Carson	-	A	young	woman	tells	of	the	first	time,	just	before	her	12th	birthday,	when	she	touched	her	brother	and	let	him	be	her	first.	(mf-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st)	African	Exchange	Student	-	by	Geminiguy	-	A	pretty	African	Exchange	Student	comes	to	stay.	(mf-teens,	underage,	1st,	intr,	preg?)	After	Class	-	by
Beddybear	-	A	high	school	teacher	finally	brings	his	fantasies	about	a	particular	student	to	life.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	oral,	asian)	Part	2	After	School	-	by	Brian	-	A	Senior	in	high	school	is	seduced	by	his	French	teacher.	(F/M-teen,	1st,	school)	After	School	Slut	-	by	Mary	Lynn	-	A	hot	interracial	sex	fable	set	in	present	day	suburban	America.	When	nature
takes	it	course	between	two	handsome	black	boys	and	an	attractive	and	eager,	white	latch-key	girl.	(MMg,	ped,	1st,	oral,	intr,	drugs)	After	The	Party	-	by	Alex	Jonson	-	A	teenage	boy	comes	home	from	a	party	sexually	frustrated	that	none	of	the	girls	will	give	him	a	tumble.	He	begins	to	wonder	if	something	is	wrong	with	him.	His	mother	sets	him
straight.	(mF,	teen/mom,	inc,	1st	time)	After	The	Party	-	by	Dfran	-	I	came	home	from	work	to	find	the	passed	out	casualties	of	my	girlfriend's	party	scattered	all	over	our	apartment.	This	included	her	sister	sharing	our	bed	which	led	to	a	very	pleasurable	evening	for	me.	(FFM,	inc,	1st	time,	oral)	After	The	Party	Is	Over	-	by	Scorpio00155	-	A	mother
comes	up	with	what	she	thinks	is	a	great	idea	when	her	son	is	without	a	date	for	a	special	social	event.	
Why	not	pretend	to	be	his	date?	(F/m-teen,	inc,	1st,	rom)	Afternoons	with	Inga	-	by	Anon	-	A	man	remembers	a	teen	age	affair	with	a	very	worldly	woman	who	teaches	him	the	facts	of	life.	(F/M-teen,	1st,	oral)	Age	Can	Make	A	Difference	-	by	Obmuj	-	All	the	time	the	family	enjoyed	their	home,	"The	Eyes"	watched	and	waited	for	his	time	with	Candi,	and
upon	her	reaching	twelve,	it	was	time.	
(MMf,	ped,	nc,	rp,	exh,	inc,	v,	1st,	orgy)	Air	Force	-	by	Kristen	-	A	story	I	wrote	about	a	young	woman	who	is	accepted	at	the	Air	Force	Academy	in	Colorado	Springs,	sexual	harassment,	and	the	sexual	experiences	that	she	has	there.	(MF,	1st,	military)	Alex	And	Aunt	Dot	-	by	Chas	-	An	eleven-year-old	boy	and	his	aunt	share	a	spontaneous,	thoroughly
sensual	Saturday	morning	together,	while	his	uncle	is	away	at	work.	(Fb,	extreme-ped,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	rom)	Alexander	-	by	The	Fan	-	The	story	of	The	Great	Alexander,	an	ancient	ruler	of	the	world	He	was	an	adventurer,	a	conqueror	and	a	bisexual	who	lusted	not	only	after	his	best	male	friend	Hephaiston	but	also	after	the	beautiful,	fiery
Barbarian	girl	Roxana.	(MF,	1st,	bi,	rom)	Ali	And	Her	Dad	-	by	CA	Stories	-	After	getting	dumped	by	her	boyfriend,	Ali	goes	home.	Her	dad	is	there	to	comfort	her.	However,	he	goes	beyond	comforting	his	virgin	daughter.	(M/f-teen,	nc,	inc,	1st)	Alice	-	by	Andy	G.	-	A	young	woman	shares	her	apartment	with	a	female	co-worker,	and	then	her	body	too.
(FF,	1st,	work)	Alice,	My	Best	Friend's	Mother	-	by	The	Tall	Man	-	A	young	boy's	first	sexual	experience	is	with	his	best	friend's	mother.	(Fm-teen,	ped,	1st)	Alice's	Story	-	by	Alice	Liddell	-	I'm	an	eighteen-year-old	girl,	who's	been	sexually	active	most	of	my	life.	I've	had	many	lovers,	both	male	and	female,	adult	and	child;	and	I'd	like	to	tell	you	about
how	I	first	encountered	sex.	(Ff,	ff,	ffm,	ped,	1st)	Alisha	-	by	Alisha	-	Threesome:	A	couple	with	an	underage	girl	-	"We	lived	in	a	very	nice	neighborhood	next	door	to	a	very	attractive	young	couple	(Michael	&	Maria).	He	was	very,	very	handsome	(25)	and	he	was	gorgeously	beautiful	(23).	When	I	was	11,	I	started	visiting	them,	helping	out	with	chores
around	their	house.	Michael	was	in	the	medical	profession	and	Maria	was	in	the	public	relations	field...	(MF/f,	1st,	ped)	All	For	One	and	One	For	All	-	by	Uninhibited	-	My	memories	as	a	child	of	incest.	(M+/g,	extreme-ped,	toddler,	1st,	mast,	oral,	bi)	All	Inclusive	-	by	RavensNest	-	A	man	meets	up	with	a	MILF	and	her	two	teenage	daughters	at	a
Hawaiian	resort.	He	first	has	his	way	with	the	mother,	then	each	daughter	in	turn,	then	finally	all	of	them	together.	(M/F/ff-teens,	bi,	inc,	1st,	orgy)	All	My	Sisters	-	by	Charles	Dick	-	A	teen's	adventures	with	his	sisters	leads	to	a	relationship	with	a	girl	who	abandons	him,	and	he	later	turns	again	to	one	of	the	sisters.	(MF-teens,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	rom)
All	Over	Red	Rover	-	by	Peter	Pan	-	Teenage	girl	and	her	Labrador	Retreiver.	(f-teen/beast,	ped,	1st)	All	Siblings	Have	Secrets	-	by	DeepLongings	-	A	young	boy's	sexuality	blossoms	as	he	discovers	he	has	a	fetish	for	his	twin	sister's	clothing,	his	hopes	to	become	just	like	her	and	a	desire	for	his	brother	to	be	inside	of	him.	It's	a	tale	of	incest	and	lust
that	develops	into	a	deep,	emotional	love	and	siblings	like	no	other.	(mm-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st-gay-expr,	cd,	mast,	oral,	anal,	exh)	All	The	Unspoken	Taboos	-	by	Ulyssa	Kincaid	-	A	continuation	of	the	stories	of	the	characters	first	introduced	in	"Two	Forbidden"	and	"Lessons	From	A	Mature	Woman."	(F/m-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st)	All	Your	Basement	Are
Belong	To	Us	-	by	Alex	Hawk	-	I	beg	your	collective	forgiveness	for	the	title.	I	just	couldn't	resist.	Six	kids,	one	case	of	beer,	a	porno	and	a	basement.	Now	if	this	doesn't	have	the	potential	for	trouble,	I	just	don't	know	what	does.	Please	forgive	the	dreadful,	dreadful	title.	(teens,	group,	inc,	1st,	oral,	mast)	Allic	-	by	Jack	Chames	-	Allic,	a	fourteen	year-
old	natural	born	hermaphrodite,	who	tends	to	lean	more	to	the	feminine	side,	finds	love	with	the	least	expected	partner.	(M/f,	ped,	1st,	bi,	oral,	voy,	rom,	shemale)	Part	2	Allie	Gets	Cold	-	by	Jimmy	James	-	At	13	I	had	been	having	wet	dreams	for	almost	a	year	and	was	very	self	conscious	about	it.	One	cold	winter	night	I	had	an	especially	vivid	and
graphic	wet	dream.	I	woke	with	a	start	and	was	shocked	to	learn	I	had	just	fucked	my	10	year	old	sister	Allie!	(m-teen/g,	extreme-youths,	inc,	1st)	Allison	-	by	Rubber	Duck	-	A	preteen	girl	learns	about	the	power	of	sex.	(bg,	youths,	1st,	oral,	mast)	Allison	And	Bobby	-	by	Durango	Dan	-	Mom	and	Dad	allowed	Allison	and	her	brother	Bobby	to	stay	home
alone	instead	of	getting	a	babysitter.	While	mom	and	dad	are	away	the	kids	will	play.	(MFbg,	family-inc,	extreme-ped,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal,	orgy)	Allison	And	Kyle	-	by	Raiderboy	-	Allison,	a	13-year	old	girl	and	Kyle,	a	14-year	old	boy,	meet	through	the	internet	and	lose	their	virginity	to	each	other	on	a	memorable	Saturday	morning	in	Allison's	bed.	
(mf-yteens,	1st)	Allison's	First	Times	-	by	Oldfart	-	Sixteen	year	old	Allison	is	ready	to	have	sex,	so	she	asks	her	more	experienced	friend	to	help	out.	It's	a	beautiful	beginning.	(MMF-teens,	1st,	orgy,	rom)	Alison's	Summertime	Surprise	-	by	Christie	-	A	young	lady	tries	to	surprise	her	boyfriend	but	gets	a	surprise	of	her	own...	and	something	more.
(M/F-teen,	underage,	reluc,	1st,	bd,	preg)	Almost	Gone	Forever	-	by	Anal_King	-	A	son	goes	in	search	of	his	mother	who	was	abducted	three	years	before.	He	travels	halfway	around	the	world	to	find	her.	Will	their	love	be	enough	to	overcome	the	obstacles	which	await	them?	(MF,	nc,	rp,	v,	1st,	inc,	anal)	Almost	Identical	-	by	LoveBeautifulWomen	-	Beth
and	Becky	are	identical	twins	who	live	in	a	conservative	Midwestern	town.	In	this	first	installment	of	my	story,	these	tall,	blonde	twins	find	that	they	truly	are	beautiful	and	sexy	and	they	discover	sex	in	a	way	that	their	town	would	obviously	frown	upon.	(ff-teens,	1st,	inc,	mast,	oral,	rom)	Alone,	Together	-	by	Secret	DC	Guy	-	With	their	parents	more
concerned	about	their	younger	siblings'	illness,	a	teenage	brother	and	sister	are	left	alone	with	just	each	other	to	depend	on.	Living	more	as	a	couple	than	as	siblings,	it	is	inevitable	that	things	will	happen.	But	can	their	relationship	survive	growing	up?	(mf-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st,	rom,	preg)	Always	A	Gentleman	-	by	Old	Bill	-	Our	young	hero	is
rewarded	for	rescuing	a	girl	in	the	rain.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st)	Always	Prepared	II	-	by	Zaphod	-	Lea	returns	to	the	Girl	Scout	camp	after	spending	the	afternoon	with	the	two	Eagle	Scouts.	She	tells	her	best	friend	Karen	about	her	adventure	and	before	it	is	over,	Lea	and	Karen	discover	each	other's	bodies	for	the	first	time.	(Part	one	of	this	story	can
be	found	in	Kristen's	collection	-	Directory	6.)	(ff-teens,	1st)	Alyssa's	First	Love	-	by	Alyssa	B.	-	A	13-year	old	girl	begins	the	journey	to	her	first	sexual	experience.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	Amanda:	Confessions	Of	A	Teenage	Nympho	-	by	Amanda	Roberts	-	I	guess	my	sex	life	began	one	day	during	the	summer	of	my	thirteenth	year	as	I
was	doing	my	chores.	I	was	in	my	brother's	room	putting	away	his	clean	clothes,	and	I	found	a	stack	of	pornographic	magazines	in	his	underwear	drawer.	Out	of	curiosity	I	swiped	them	and	went	to	my	room	to	look	at	them.	(ff-teens,	1st,	inc)	Amanda	Is	Mine,	She	Blongs	To	Me	-	by	Lancer	-	Pure	rape	core.	Man	obsessed	with	beautiful	teenager
abducts	her.	Tale	of	lust,	abuse	and	twisted	love.	(MF,	nc,	rp,	v,	1st,	tor,	huml)	Amanda's	Honeymoon	-	by	Jenny	Wanshel	-	Amanda	lay	in	bed	listening	to	the	moans	of	the	woman	in	the	next	room.	They	were	honeymooners,	just	like	she	and	Jack	were.	The	other	couple	had	arrived	at	the	hotel	at	the	same	time	as	Jack	and	Amanda.	
And	that	night,	as	Amanda	lay	in	bed	nestled	close	to	Jack,	savoring	the	bittersweet	pain	of	her	torn	hymen,	she	heard	the	other	woman	cry	out...	(not	rated	per	author	request)	Amanda's	Sex	Education	-	by	Doctor	Dan	-	Twelve-year-olds	Amanda	and	Chelsea	get	a	sex	seduction	they	will	not	soon	forget.	(ff-pre-teens,	m-teen/f,	1st,	youths	only,	preg)
Amazing	Ray-Ray	-	by	BigBuddha	-	A	thirteen	year	old	boy	takes	advantage	of	a	small	'willing'	girl.	
(mg,	youths,	ped,	1st,	oral)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	-	Part	5	-	Part	6	-	Part	7	-	Part	8	-	Part	9	-	Part	10	Amber	-	by	Cumfreak1952	-	A	romance	developed	between	young	girl,	her	mother,	and	a	life	guard	due	to	girl's	life	being	saved.	
Girl's	mother	wanted	to	become	a	grandmother	before	her	early	death.	(MFg,	ped,	inc,	1st,	exh,	preg)	Amber	Discovers	Love	-	by	Uncle	Bert	-	My	sister	Amber	was	14	when	I	seduced	her.	(M/f-teens,	inc,	1st,	rom)	Amber's	Story	-	by	Durango	Dan	-	Amber's	parents	thought	it	was	time	to	teach	their	young	daughter	about	sex	and	what	better	way	than
to	show	her.	(MFg,	extreme-ped,	inc,	1st,	exh)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	-	Part	5	-	Part	6	-	Part	7	-	Part	8	Ameleia	-	by	Kathy	-	Ameleia	gets	raped	by	her	boyfriend's	dike	friend.	(MF,	FF,	1st-bi)	American	Exchange	Student	-	by	Geminiguy	-	A	young	exchange	student	from	America	ends	up	having	to	share	a	with	the	host	families	daughter	because	of	lack	of
space,	with	a	predictable	outcome.	(mf-teens,	1st)	Amy	Gets	What	She	Wants	-	by	Robandlinda	-	Young	Amy	is	always	teasing	her	twin	brother,	one	day	he	has	had	enough	and	gives	her	what	she	secretly	wanted.	(mf-teens,	M/f-teen,	ped,	reluc?,	inc,	1st)	Amy	The	Accountant	-	by	Storygirl	-	A	young	girl	growing	up	in	West	Virginia	is	determined	to
turn	her	life	around	in	the	big	city.	(MMMdom/F,	ped,	nc,	sexual-addiction,	1st)	Amy,	My	Big	Fine	Girl	-	by	Jaye	-	Voluptuous	beauty	loses	her	virginity.	(MF,	1st,	oral,	anal,	rom)	Amy's	Brewster	-	by	Cumfreak1952	-	An	eleven	year	old	girl	with	an	infatuation	for	a	dog	on	a	TV	commercial	ends	up	with	the	same	dog	as	her	pet	for	her	birthday.	The	dog
really	has	his	work	cut	out	for	him	as	he	takes	care	of	Amy,	her	friends,	and	her	mother.	(MFf/beast,	ped,	inc,	1st,	creampie)	Amy's	Daughter	-	by	Brat	-	A	new	real	estate	agent	sees	a	pretty	woman	and	is	invited	to	her	house.	He	meets	her	pretty	daughters,	but	has	no	idea	what	is	in	store	for	him	until	he	goes	in.	All	he	knows	is	that	it	will	be
pleasurable.	(MFFf,	ped,	inc,	1st,	bi)	Amy's	First	Swimming	Lesson	-	by	EroScribe	-	Amy	had	signed	up	for	swimming	lessons	at	the	Midvale	Community	Center	in	the	hope	that	it	would	bolster	her	chances	of	making	the	swim	team	when	she	started	high	school	in	the	fall.	Amy's	best	friend	Stacie	was	an	excellent	swimmer	and	Amy	thought	it	would	be
cool	if	they	both	got	on	the	swim	team.	Amy	had	always	been	popular	at	school	but	high	school	was	going	to	be	a	whole	different	matter;	she	was	going	from	being	a	big	fish	in	a	little	pond	to	being	a	small	fry	in	a	big	lake.	(ff-teens,	1st)	An	Afternoon	With	Berthe	-	by	Nicolas	R	-	A	boy	of	thirteen	is	initiated	into	the	mysteries	of	sex	by	his	mother's
middle-aged	cook	in	early	twentieth	century	France.	(F/m-teen,	ped,	1st)	An	Athlectic	Event	-	by	Julian	-	Two	high	school	students,	a	girl	and	boy,	are	courted	and	seduced	by	a	young	and	horny	married	couple,	one	of	whom	teaches	at	the	school	and	the	other	who	works	at	a	nearby	private	gym.	(MF/mf-teens,	ped,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal,	orgy)	An	Email
To	Jennifer	-	by	Dawn1958	-	Mark	and	Jennifer	were	university	students	who	lived	together.	Mark	was	like	any	21	year	old	man	and	seemed	to	pester	Jenn	all	the	time	for	sex.	Jenny	dreamed	of	being	a	youth	counselor	and	was	working	at	the	YMCA	during	the	summer	months	counselling	troubled	young	offenders.	Mark	enjoyed	taking	pictures	of	the
two	of	them	and	one	day	sent	some	to	her	at	work	which	turned	out	to	be	just	what	young	Justin	needed.	He	wanted	to	get	the	upper	hand	on	Jenn	and	the	email	did	the	trick.	(F/m-teen,	reluc,	blkmail,	1st,	mc)	Part	2	An	Important	Decision	-	by	Paula	-	A	sixteen	year	old	has	to	make	a	decision	and	is	not	sure	what	to	do.	
She	wants	to	remain	popular	but	does	not	know	how	far	she	has	to	go	to	remain	so.	(mf-teens,	rom,	1st)	An	Interlude	-	by	Anon	-	After	the	recent	death	of	their	parents,	brother	and	sister	find	comfort	from	their	sorrow	in	brother's	bed.	(mf-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st,	rom)	An	Old	Man	Speaks	-	by	jsr	-	An	old	man	speaks	of	his	life	with	his	wife,	sister	in
law,	and	his	son	and	daughter.	(Mdom/Ff,	mF,	Mf,	inc,	ped,	1st,	control)	An	Ozark	Adventure	-	by	Anon	-	In	1886	a	tall	rider	tracking	a	killer	enters	the	Ozark	Hills	in	the	middle	of	Arkansas.	His	overnight	rest	is	interrupted	by	a	13	year	old	girl	living	nearby,	in	a	cave	sans	parents,	to	his	camp	spot.	She	spy's	his	evening	activity	with	his	mare.	He
discovers	her	hiding	nearby	invites	her	into	camp.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	mast,	oral,	beast)	An	Unexpected	New	Year's	Eve	-	by	Todd	Kasper	-	After	Jack's	sister	gets	sick,	he	takes	over	babysitting	and	his	sister	goes	home	to	get	better.	Jack	has	some	clean	fun	with	the	kids	but	later	is	discovered	naked	in	the	hot	tub	by	the	10-year-old	girl	he	is
babysitting.	That's	when	the	real	fun	starts.	(m-teen/g,	extreme-ped,	1st,	voy)	An	Unusual	Pet	-	by	Levi	Charon	-	An	immigrant	from	a	former	Soviet	republic	gets	caught	up	in	a	little	language	glitch	and	is	appropriately	corrected	and	educated	by	a	very	nice	neighbor.	(F/m-teen,	underage,	1st,	oral,	rom)	Ana	Marie	Gets	Pregnant	-	by	Dr.T	-	Four
teenaged	girls	were	seeking	more	than	their	similarly	aged	wannabe	studs	could	offer.	I	found	them	very	attractive	and	in	the	process	of	teaching	them	how	to	square	dance,	also	found	them	wanting	of	what	I	could	offer	them	in	a	home	and	adulthood	with	families.	(M/F-teens,	ped,	group,	exh,	1st,	ws,	preg)	Anatomy	Lesson	-	by	Anon	-	I	teach
anatomy	to	medical	students	and	nurses.	Although	I	have	never	tried	to	seduce	a	student,	I	often	have	fantasized	about	making	love	to	one	or	more	of	my	students.	This	story	grew	out	of	my	little	fantasy.	(MFF,	college,	1st)	Anatomy	Lesson	-	by	Michael	Dagley	-	A	sickly	boy	grows	into	a	sickly	young	man,	then	finds	himself	being	cared	for	by	a	hot
young	woman	that	is	interested	in	teaching	him	how	to	really	be	a	man.	(MF,	1st)	And	Sister	Came	Too	-	by	Big	Blaa	-	My	girlfriend	gives	her	sister	the	ultimate	birthday	present...	Me!	(MFF,	mast,	oral,	1st,	rom,	threesome)	Andrea	Perkins	-	by	Hornymother	-	Andrea	Perkins	is	a	good	conservative	mom.	Her	problem	is	that	she	thinks	her	son	may	be
gay	and	contacts	me	for	help.	(Fm,	exh,	inc,	ped,	1st)	Andrea:	My	Young	Niece	-	by	Aquarius	-	My	18-year-old	niece	is	sent	half	way	across	the	country	to	live	with	me	while	she	attends	a	local	state	college.	However,	things	turn	out	a	bit	different	than	my	sweet	sister-in-law	planned	for.	(M/F-teen,	underage,	1st,	inc,	rom)	Andy	(aka	hardboy)	-	by
Raiderboy	-	Monica	makes	a	connection	in	an	adult	chat	room	with	a	man	whose	handle	is	hardboy.	She	is	in	for	a	surprise	when	she	finally	meets	him	at	a	local	Starbucks,	then	they	take	off	for	a	night	of	wild	sex	in	a	motel.	(F/m,	ped,	1st)	Angela	-	by	Rex	-	'First	time'	sex	story	-	"I	am	a	student.	The	semester	ended	about	two	weeks	ago,	and,	as	every
year,	on	the	last	day	there	is	the	annual	diner-and-dance	night.	That	was	where	I	met	Angela.	She	was	18.	She'd	just	arrived	three	weeks	before.	As	a	courtesy,	I	offered	to	take	her	around	and	lend	her	any	needed	assistance.	(MF,	1st)	Anger	-	by	Ragsthetiger	-	What's	the	best	way	to	deal	with	a	really	bad	temper?	(Mf,	inc,	v,	1st,	oral)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-
Part	4	Angie's	Uncle	Gets	Lucky	-	by	Sweetirish	-	Angie	and	her	first	cousin	Patty	discover	each	other	at	eleven.	
Then	Angie	is	given	a	ride	by	her	uncle,	Patty's	father,	which	is	overnight.	At	twelve	Angie	discovers	what	she	didn't	discover	with	Patty.	(M/g,	gg,	ped,	inc,	1st,	oral,	mast)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	Ann	-	by	Tightsplus	-	Ann	is	a	Chinese	ballet	dancer	living	in	Paris.	The	story	describes	her	relationships	with	men	and	women.	
(FFM,	asian,	rom,	tights,	1st)	Ann	Wonders	Why	Her	Brother	Is	Different	-	by	Ann	&	Ed	-	Twins,	Ann	and	Ed	were	born	in	the	late	1930's.	Living	on	a	farm,	they	found	themselves	alone	a	lot	and	by	the	time	they	were	14,	that	age	of	gentle	times	allowed	them	to	explore	each	other.	They	discovered	what	made	them	happy	and	have	written	of	their
experiences	from	childhood	till	they	approached	70.	
(mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	coming	of	age)	Anna	and	I	-	by	BigStudlyDude	-	I	have	been	dating	Andrea	for	9	months	but	her	mother	is	deeply	religious	and	thinks	premarital	sex	is	wrong.	
Andrea's	mother	and	I	come	to	a	mutually	beneficial	arrangement.	(F/m-teen,	wife-cheat,	1st,	oral)	Anne	Does	Her	Homework	-	by	David	D	-	Anne	invites	her	study	partner	over	to	her	dorm	room	for	some	last	minute	cramming.	But	she	finds	out	that	there	is	more	than	one	way	to	"cram"	when	they	fall	into	a	sexual	relationship	for	the	first	time.	
(MF,	college,	1st)	Anna's	Back	Massage	-	by	Eager46	-	Twelve	year	old	Anna	sprains	her	back	playing	hockey	and	her	sixteen	year	old	brother	Darren	offers	to	massage	it.	Anna	gets	so	turned	on	that	she	gets	him	to	massage	more	than	her	back	and	ends	up	losing	her	virginity	to	her	big	brother.	(mf-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st,	preg?)	Anne	Marie	-	by
AMM_1989	-	A	young	girl's	journey	from	childhood	innocence	to	adult	depravity,	taking	others	along	for	the	ride.	(Mg,	ped,	nc,	1st)	Part	2	-	Part	3	Anne	Turns	Twelve	-	by	Anne	-	Two	girls	become	aware	of	their	sexuality	together	one	night	while	sleeping	over.	(ff,	1st)	Annie's	Dad:	First	Contact	-	by	Aprille	-	A	friend	and	I	were	talking	about	our	"firsts"
and	she	loved	my	story.	So	I	thought	I	would	try	and	write	it	out	for	anyone	who	wanted	to	read	it.	This	is	my	true	story.	It's	up	to	you	whether	or	not	you	believe	it.	It	happened	over	2	years,	from	when	I	was	12	to	14	years	old.	I	still	miss	my	best	friend's	dad.	(Mf,	ped,	beast,	shaved,	oral,	1st)	Another	Young	Innocent	Life	Ruined	-	by	Norm	DePloom	-
A	man	and	the	neighbor	girl	become	friends.	(Mf-teen,	1st,	oral,	anal,	drugs)	Anything	Goes	-	by	Graham	F	Cutler	-	During	the	early	years	and	during	her	teenage	years	a	girl	becomes	aware	of	her	charms	and	she	uses	them	to	get	what	she	wants.	(M+/f,	ped,	inc,	exh,	1st,	mast,	oral,	beast,	glory,	tv)	Arab	Prince	And	The	English	Schoolboy,	The	-	by
Anubis31	-	A	schoolboy	is	seduced	by	a	noble	Arab.	
(Mm-teen,	ped,	1st,	intr,	oral,	anal)	Armchair	Loving	-	by	Liza	-	We	twined	our	fingers	together	and	he	turned	his	head	to	kiss	the	top	of	my	forehead,	obviously	as	out	of	the	conversation	as	I.	He	wrapped	both	his	arms	around	me,	placing	one	hand	on	my	thigh,	unknowingly	sending	tingles	running	up	my	leg.	Ben	and	Jess,	snuggled	together	in	the
armchair,	get	off	together.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st,	mast,	rom)	Army	Buddies	Experience	-	by	Redbomer	-	A	friend	asks	him	to	go	to	his	home	for	the	weekend	and	then	he	gets	stuck	watching	his	friend's	younger	sister	while	everyone	else	goes	shopping.	He	ends	up	having	a	most	memerable	day,	before	an	arguement	cuts	his	weekend	short.	
(Mf,	ped,	exh,	1st,	oral,	military)	As	The	Wind	Blows	-	by	Beating	Off	Bob	-	Rob	and	Teri	have	been	friends	for	years	and	grew	up	spending	lots	of	time	in	the	Sycamore	tree	reading	in	the	tree	houses	they	built.	Now,	in	the	very	top	of	the	tree,	something	happens	and,	as	the	wind	blows,	they	give	each	other	their	virginity.	(MF-teens,	1st,	oral,	mast,
rom,	preg?)	Ashley's	Desktop	Discipline	-	by	Matthew	Steele	-	Ashley	skirts	her	school's	new	corporal	punishment	policy,	but	gets	herself	into	trouble	of	a	whole	different	sort.	(MF,	reluc,	1st,	spank,	anal)	Ashley's	New	Daddy	-	by	Daydreamer69	-	A	school	teacher	meets	one	of	his	students	at	a	truck	stop	and	gives	her	a	ride.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	oral)
Ashley's	Pink	Crayon	-	by	Georgia	Greene	-	Her	papa	warned	her	a	hundred	and	one	times	not	to	leave	her	window	open,	but	the	trailer	park	at	night	was	so	hot.	Ashley	put	her	fan	up	in	the	window	and	went	to	sleep	topless	with	just	her	blue	panties	on.	She	didn't	hear	the	man	crawl	in	through	her	bedroom	window.	(Mf,	ped,	nc,	rp,	1st)	At	The
Drive-In	-	by	Wandering	Dave	-	First	dates	can	have	some	surprises.	(mf-teens,	1st,	anal,	shemale)	At	The	YMCA	-	by	Wallad	-	A	boy	stays	at	the	YMCA	and	is	initiated	into	the	world	of	sex	a	man	staying	there.	(M/b,	mm,	ped,	1st,	oral,	anal)	Atomic's	Erection	-	by	Atomic	Killer	Y2K	-	"I	still	remember	my	first	experience	with	a	girl.	She	was	the	most
gorgeous	girl	I	had	ever	met.	She	had	beautiful	blue	eyes	and	golden	hair.	She	also	had	the	greatest	body	in	my	class.	(mf-teens,	1st)	Attack	of	the	Cat	People	-	by	Wandering	Dave	-	A	teenage	boy	gets	an	offer	he	can't	refuse.	(MF-teens,	sci-fi,	alien/human,	1st)	August	In	Midtown	-	by	Xander	-	The	unabridged	and	almost	wholly	true	tale	of	a	high
school	jock's	first	and	only	homosexual	experience...	(MM,	1st-gay-expr)	Aunt	Abby's	Boarding	House	-	by	Jockey1948	-	True	story	of	a	first	sexual	encounter	as	a	young	boy	during	World	War	II.	(F/m-teen,	inc,	1st)	Aunt	Ellen	And	Julie	-	by	Miss	Julian	-	Young	Julie	has	a	terrible	secret.	She's	in	love	with	her	Aunt.	But	when	her	beloved	aunt	finds	out,
Julie	finds	Aunt	Ellen	has	her	own	little	secret.	(F/g,	inc,	ped,	1st-lesbian	expr)	Aunt	Lisa	-	by	William	DuPain	-	She'd	been	alone	too	long.	
(Fm,	ped,	nc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal,	inc)	Aunt	Margaret's	Stable	-	by	Emily	Rose	-	Three	redheaded	nymphomaniacs,	three	horses	with	a	craving	for	human	cunt.	(F/ff-teens,	ped,	nc,	beast,	inc,	1st,	voy,	bd)	Aunt	Maria	-	by	J.J.	Lemmings	-	Aunt	Maria	is	quite	the	looker:	proportioned	practically	perfectly	in	every	way,	and	with	beautiful	obsidian	hair	to
boot.	When	my	father's	brother	died,	my	parents	invited	Aunt	Maria	to	stay	with	us	until	she	could	find	an	apartment.	(F/m-teen,	ped,	1st,	mast,	rom)	Aunt	Polly's	Toy-Boy	-	by	Kaz	-	It	really	is	hard	being	a	13-year-old	boy	and	being	horny	all	the	time.	The	thoughts	of	seeing	my	Aunt	Polly	naked	was	driving	me	crazy	so	I	decided	to	find	out	what	she
really	looked	like.	She	likes	to	take	a	shower	and	get	freshened	up	before	supper	each	evening	and	I	decided	to	hide	in	her	closet	in	the	hope	of	getting	a	view	her	treasures.	I	never	dreamed	that	I	would	see	more	than	I	could	ever	imagine	and	become	Aunt	Polly's	Toy-boy.	(Fm,	ped,	voy,	inc,	1st,	oral)	Aunt	Sandy's	Family	-	by	Uncle	Mike	-	I	can	tell
you	the	exact	moment	my	life	changed	for	the	better.	It	was	when	the	shower	door	opened.	(F/m-teen,	1st,	inc)	Aunt	Stephanie	and	the	Wonder-Wang	-	by	Anon	-	College	student	stays	with	relatives	to	save	money	and	learns	things	she	hadn't	expected	to.	(FF,	inc,	1st-lesbian-expr,	toys)	Aunt	Teaches	Me	Respect	-	by	Bakeboss	-	A	boy	is	sent	to	his
aunt's	for	the	summer	where	she	teaches	him	to	respect	women	while	taking	his	cherry.	(Fdom/M-teen,	inc,	1st)	Auntie	Liu	-	by	Levi	Charon	-	After	suffering	a	devastating	embarrassment	on	a	date,	a	young	man	is	tended	to	by	an	expert	in	sexuality.	He	discovers	making	love	to	be	far	more	than	he	ever	imagined.	(MF,	1st,	rom)	Auntie's	Love	Of	A
Very	Special	Niece	-	by	LankaCream	-	Rich,	single	and	beautiful	'Aunt	Carla'	adopts	her	recently	orphaned	"niece",	Isabella,	from	her	Caribbean	country	of	origin.	Isabella	is	a	beautiful	young	girl,	not	yet	in	her	teens.	They	bond	immediatley.	Carla	discovers	that	her	niece	has	something	extra,	which	takes	their	relationship	into	a	very	forbidden	zone,
that	is	ultimately	fulfilling	for	both	of	them.	(Ff,	ped,	1st-lesbian-expr,	inc,	herm,	rom)	Auntie,	Mom's	Friend	And	Me	-	by	Pamula	Anon	-	The	first	awakenings	of	my	sex	drive	happened	when	I	was	about	12.	My	first	memories	of	experimentation's	with	sex	were	over	my	Aunt	Mary.	(Ff,	ped,	1st)	Part	2	Aunty	Gets	Her	Two	Big	Wishes	-	by	Lanka	Cream	-
A	successful	38	year	old	widow	has	everything	in	life	except	for	two	things,	a	partner	and	a	child.	The	arrival	of	her	recently	orphaned	young	niece	from	overseas	provides	for	those	missing	elements	in	her	life	in	a	most	unexpected	way.	(Ff-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st,	trans,	preg)	Australian	Spin	The	Bottle	-	by	Oracle	-	Too	much	tequila	for	an	unlucky	girl
having	a	horny	guy	wanting	to	sperm	her.	
The	game	leads	to	other	sinister	things	and	she	foolishly	pays	the	ultimate	young	girl's	price.	(teens,	1st,	rp)	Awake	And	Hoping	-	by	Lanka	Cream	-	Father	and	daughter	have	been	in	the	habit	of	spooning	together	on	the	lounge	for	several	months	now	while	watching	television.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st,	preg)	Babycakes:	The	Complete	Series	-	by	The
Finder	-	Teen	girls	get	back	at	the	little	rich	snobs	in	their	school	by	cooking	up	cupcakes	they	call	"Babycakes".	Pregnant	and	debauchery	ensues.	(M+/F+,	teens,	adults,	ped,	bi,	voy,	orgy,	1st,	preg)	Babydoll	-	by	Your	Ghost	-	Warren	was	never	attracted	to	girls	that	young	before,	but	then	he	saw	Erica	in	her	babydoll	nightie	and	everything	changed.
(Mg,	ped,	1st,	oral)	Babysitter,	The	-	by	Lake	Zuric	-	Marissa	takes	a	job	sitting	a	young	boy	while	his	parents	go	out	for	the	evening.	However,	when	she	catches	him	looking	at	a	dirty	magazine,	Marissa	decides	to	show	him	the	real	thing.	(f-teen/b,	ped,	exh,	1st)	Babysitter;	The	Year	I	Became	a	Rapist	-	by	Wolf359loki	-	A	story	of	a	guilt-ridden	young
man	meeting	his	victim	years	later.	(mf-teens,	youths,	nc,	rp,	1st)	Babysitter	Gets	Naughty	-	by	Lucky	Jane	-	Hot	young	babysitter	has	a	little	too	much	fun	with	the	kids.	(F/m-teens,	1st,	mast,	oral)	Babysitter	Sam	-	by	Cuzinfred	-	A	young	boy	has	fun	while	babysitting.	(mbg,	ped,	bi,	oral,	1st)	Babysitter	Wants	It	-	by	Cheryl	-	A	young	teen	baby-sitter	is
taken	advantage	of,	but	loves	it.	(Mf-teen,	ped,	exh,	reluc,	1st)	Babysitter's	Mistake	-	by	Johndough	-	Annie	babysits	overnight	for	the	first	time	at	her	neighbors	house	when	the	wife	is	on	weekend	duty	with	the	reserves	and	the	husband	is	going	to	be	gone	at	an	all	night	stag	party	for	one	of	his	friends.	The	husband	is	the	best	man	for	his	friend	and
believes	he	should	be	free	for	the	entire	night,	hence	the	sleepover.	Some	communication	mix-ups	occur	in	the	middle	of	the	night	with	some	surprises	for	little	Annie.	(M+/f-teen,	ped,	reluc,	1st,	swing,	preg?)	Babysitting	Jasmine	-	by	Mr.	Duo	-	"My	fantasies	are	realized	when	I	get	to	baby-sit	10	year-old	Jasmine	for	the	weekend.	My	parents	are	gone
on	Saturday	so	I	have	the	perfect	time	to	get	a	little	closer	to	Jasmine."	(mf,	mast,	1st,	ped)	Babysitting	Kylie	-	by	LitlGrrlLuvr	-	I	started	babysitting	Kylie	Johnson	when	she	was	2	weeks	old,	I	was	15.	I'm	20	now	and	her	5th	birthday	is	just	around	the	corner.	I've	known	the	Johnson	family	as	long	as	I	can	remember,	and	we've	always	been	really	close
and	they've	always	trusted	me,	no	questions	asked.	Maybe	they	should	have	asked	questions.	(F/toddler,	ped,	1st)	Part	2	Babysitting	Ryan	-	by	Paul	Wilson	-	I	was	really	excited	when	Ryan's	mom	asked	me	if	I	would	baby	sit	Ryan	for	the	weekend	while	she	went	to	his	older	brother's	parents	weekend	at	college.	I	had	just	turned	14,	and	Ryan	was	10.



The	family	had	known	me	for	years,	and	trusted	me	to	make	sure	Ryan	was	OK	for	the	weekend.	(mm,	youths,	1st-gay-expr)	Babysitting	The	Babysitter	1	-	by	Peter	Pan	-	Let	us	be	clear	on	one	point	from	the	outset.	ANY	reader	who	is	affronted	by	the	concept,	suggestion	or	depiction	of	underage	sex	in	any	shape	or	form,	is	advised	to	steer	well	clear
of	this	contentious	article.	For	years,	the	hot	little	babysitter	has	been	the	traditional	fantasy	of	so	many	middle-aged	men,	most	of	whom	would	give	away	a	crate	of	their	best	scotch	for	a	few	hours	indulgence	with	that	sexy	little	teen.	I	guess	I	just	got	lucky?	(MF,	M/f-teen,	F/f-teen,	ped,	FF,	ff-teens,	bi,	1st,	mast,	rom)	Babysitting	The	Babysitter	2:
Highway	To	Hell	-	by	Peter	Pan	-	Fantasising	about	the	babysitter	is	hardly	anything	new,	well,	is	it?	Its	when	the	sitter	has	designs	on	the	parent,	not	to	mention	his	daughter,	ya	got	problems.	(Mf,	ped,	bi,	mast,	inc,	1st)	Back	Door,	Next	Door	-	by	Otazel	-	An	inexperienced	girl	tries	anal	sex	with	an	older	neighbor.	(M-adult/F-teen,	1st,	anal)	Back
Home	-	by	Onethindime	-	The	year	was	1962	and	I	was	now	at	my	first	assignment	in	the	Air	Force	after	tech	school.	It	was	a	Saturday	afternoon	and	I	was	shopping	in	the	5&10	when	I	spotted	a	terrific	looking	set	of	hips.	(MFF,	rom,	1st,	oral,	military,	preg)	Back	In	Center	Point	-	by	Kristen	Marie	-	This	tiny	WV	hamlet	has	many	secrets.	This	story
finds	two	local	high	school	graduates,	Kristen	and	Steph,	in	an	extraordinary	situation	with	their	neighbor's	14-year-old	son.	
It's	an	erotic	tale	of	seduction	that	takes	on	an	interesting	twist.	(FF/m-teen,	ped,	exh,	1st,	bi,	mast,	oral)	Back	Rub	-	by	Matchead	-	It	started	with	an	innocent	back	rub	but	my	older	brother	ended	up	giving	me	a	bit	more	than	that	when	all	was	said	and	done.	(mf-teens,	inc,	1st)	Back	Seat	Of	Calvin's	1954	Lincoln	Capri	-	by	Buttercup	-	Calvin	was	a
high	school	senior	in	the	mid	50's	and	his	sexual	conquests	were	legendary.	Even	his	sisters	and	mother	fell	under	his	spell.	(Fmf-teens,	bi,	inc,	1st,	oral,	anal,	scat)	Back	to	the	Future:	Marty	Fucks	Up	-	by	Geminiguy	-	What	REALLY	happened	between	Marty	and	Lorraine	in	her	bedroom	after	Lorraine's	father	hit	him	with	the	car...	(fm-teens,	inc,	1st,
oral,	anal,	movie-parody)	Backyard	Adventure	-	by	Frederick	T	-	Young	innocent	boy	and	older	woman	story.	"It	was	a	typical	July	day	for	the	beach	cities	that	line	the	coast	of	Southern	California	-	sunny	and	warm	with	light	winds.	I	was	up	with	the	sun	and	dying	to	get	out	and	explore	my	neighborhood."	(F/b,	ped,	1st)	Backyard	Camp	-	by	Durango
Dan	-	Chuck	and	his	best	friend	camp	out	in	the	backyard	while	each	of	their	sisters	sleep	in	the	house.	So	it's	only	a	matter	of	time	before	the	fun	begins.	(mmff,	bi,	youths,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal)	Backyard	Campout	-	by	Durango	Dan	-	My	preteen	daughter	and	some	friends	camp	out	in	the	backyard.	
After	dark	is	when	the	fun	begins.	(M/gg,	ped,	bi,	1st)	Bad	Economy,	The	-	by	Mary	Lynn	-	A	social	and	political	commentary	on	present	day	urban	America	set	in	the	context	of	a	hot	interracial	sex	story	involving	a	young	white	girl,	her	mother	and	the	black	men	in	their	new	found	circumstances.	And	consequences.	(Mf-teen,	ped,	1st,	intr,	drugs,
preg)	Part	2	Bad	Girl	-	by	Day	Dreamer	-	There	are	several	events	in	life	that	a	man	never	forgets	--	his	first	kiss,	his	first	look	at	a	fully	nude	girl,	his	first	touch	between	a	girl's	legs,	and	his	first	time	to	get	laid.	It's	easy	for	me	to	remember	those	happy	occasions	--	they	all	happened	at	the	same	time.	(mf-teens,	1st,	oral,	coming	of	age)	Bad	Girls	-	by
Michael	D.	-	Two	young	precocious	high	school	girls	find	out	about	sex,	drugs	and	rock	and	roll.	Kaitlyn	Crosby	lives	with	her	Mother	who	has	a	drinking	problem.	She	finds	a	friend	in	the	neighbor	who	lives	across	the	hall.	He's	a	college	student	with	a	ready	supply	of	marijuana,	and	a	healthy	libido.	(MFF,	teen,	1st)	Bad	Little	Debbie	-	by	BigBuddha	-
My	buddy's	little	sister	was	getting	a	first	rate	education	now	that	he	had	to	go	away	and	her	protection	was	my	responsibility.	(Mf-teens,	youths,	ped,	reluc,	1st,	oral,	anal,	drugs)	Balling	The	Babysitter	-	by	Beating	Off	Bob	-	Kathy's	first	real	babysitting	job	is	for	her	World	History	Teacher.	It	turns	out	not	to	be	the	only	first	thing	she	does	with	him.	
(MF/f-teen,	ped,	exh,	1st,	mast,	oral,	cream-pie,	preg)	Band	Practice	-	by	Dudley	Durite	-	A	rather	geeky	guy	hooks	up	with	one	of	the	female	members	of	the	band	and	enjoys	losing	his	virginity	to	her.	(MF,	1st,	oral)	Bar	Mitzvah	Present	-	by	Ed.	-	Young	Charles	is	complaining	that	he	didn't	get	any	good	bar	mitzvah	presents.	But	he	gets	the	present	of
his	life	when	his	Aunt	Viv	comes	to	stay	a	while.	(FF,	mF,	inc,	1st)	Barbara	And	Tim	And	Rodney	-	by	Anon	-	A	lovely,	petite,	59-year-old	woman	becomes	lovers	with	her	nearly	6-year-old	grandson	when	he	visits	her.	During	their	lovemaking,	she	has	a	reverie	anticipating	the	upcoming	visit	from	another	lover,	a	muscular,	huge	black	athlete	-	virile
and	several	years	younger	than	she,	but	whom	she	matches	in	sexual	proclivity	and	appetite.	(MF,	Fb,	extreme-ped,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	rom,	intr)	Bargaining	-	by	Realoldbill	-	Younger	brother	spies	on	slutty	older	sister	and	then	blackmails	her	to	take	his	virginity.	(M/f-teen,	underage,	mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	voy)	Barry's	First	Time	-	by	Anon	-	An	18	year
old	virgin	boy	is	taken	under	the	wing	of	a	mature	woman	who	teaches	him	all	about	sex.	(F/M-teen,	1st)	Bath	Time	-	by	Damage37	-	A	young	teenage	boy	has	a	"thing"	for	his	best	friend	Jamie's	mother.	He	stays	over	at	his	friend's	house	and	stumbles	on	Jamie's	mother	taking	a	shower.	(Fb,	voy,	1st)	Bathroom	Fun	-	by	Doglover	-	After	little	Joshie	has
problems	going	to	the	bathroom,	his	sister,	Karen,	and	his	brother,	Kyle,	have	fun	together.	(mf-teens/b,	ped,	ws,	enema,	mast,	oral,	1st)	Bathtime	With	Niece	-	by	Beat	Off	Bob	-	John	has	raised	his	niece	and	made	hygiene	an	important	part	of	their	relationship.	
Now	Jill	is	taking	bathtime	to	a	whole	new	level.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st,	oral,	mast)	Battle,	The	-	by	Cherrypopper	-	A	man	who	likes	to	fuck	virgins.	(Mf,	ped,	nc,	rp,	1st)	BBQ	invite	for	Straight	Seduction	-	by	Exaussiepaul	-	In	the	Summer	of	'81	I	was	approached	by	a	guy	in	his	fifty's	who	invited	me	to	a	BBQ	that	evening,	I	said	OK	but	in	the	end,	I
didn't	manage	to	get	there.	I've	always	wondered	what	would	have	happened	if	I	had	gone	and	the	following	story	could	have	been	a	possibility.	(M/m-teen,	underage,	1st,	1st-bi-expr,	mast,	oral)	Beach	Bonanza	-	by	Old	Bill	-	One	boy	and	five	girls,	five	randy	girls	and	one	inexperienced	boy,	at	the	beach,	together	for	a	few	days	and	nights.	A	real
learning	experience.	(m/f+,	teens,	youths,	1st,	rom)	Beach	Party	-	by	Abadone	-	Hammy's	stag	weekend	where	the	boys	get	a	bit	wild	on	the	beach.	(M+/Ff,	youths,	nc,	rp,	v,	1st,	bi,	oral,	anal,	bd)	Beach	Trip	-	by	PeeWee	-	A	church	beach	party	that	turns	out	to	be	a	trip	to	remember	for	4	boys.	(mf-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	orgy)	Beautiful	Liar
-	by	Maria	Rendes	-	Sometimes	the	truth	can	appear	very	distorted.	(MF,	1st,	exh,	rom)	Beautiful	Thing	-	by	Jessy19	-	Two	best	friends	discover	the	joy	of	puberty.	(mf-yteens,	1st,	coa)	Beauty	of	Frustration	-	by	Phil	Phantom	-	Christen,	fourteen,	virgin,	never	been	kissed	sexually,	had	a	gentlemen	friend,	a	bachelor	who	lived	alone	in	a	studio	loft.	Her
mother	knew	and	approved	because	Harland	Sweetwater	was	a	sweet	and	gentle	man,	a	good	influence	on	Christen,	who	needed	a	male	mentor	who	was	also	a	painter,	sculptor,	photographer,	poet,	and	general	all-around	interesting,	cultured,	and	well-traveled	man.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	rom)	Becky	And	Kristy	-	by	Dark	Things	Come	-	A	short	story
about	getting	it	on	with	future	stepdaughter,	turns	into	a	novelle.	(FFMf,	ped,	inc,	1st,	bd,	ws)	Becky,	Me	And	Influenza	-	by	PeeWee	-	A	young	girl	has	her	sexual	feelings	awakened	by	a	family	friend.	As	I	tweaked	the	nipples	she	moaned,	I	continued	to	kneed	the	small	mounds	and	my	cock	began	to	grow.	(M/ff-teens,	ped,	1st,	mast,	oral)	Becky	On	A
Summer	Day	-	by	The	White	Rabbit	-	A	fourteen-year-old	girl's	meeting	with	a	stranger	leads	to	the	most	exciting	day	of	her	life.	(Mf-teen,	rom,	1st,	ped)	Becky	The	Farmer's	Daughter	-	by	Obmuj	-	Becky	was	15	and	lived	with	her	parents	on	a	large	farm.	One	day	a	couple	of	local	boys	stopped	to	buy	some	produce,	that	cost	Becky	her	virginity.	(ff-
teens,	m+ff,	rom,	1st)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	Becky's	Reward	-	by	Durango	Dan	-	Ten	year	old	Becky	gets	a	reward	for	getting	good	grades	in	school.	Daddy	promised	her	anything	she	wants	if	she	makes	the	honor	roll	and	now	its	time	to	collect.	(MMM/ggb,	extreme-ped,	bi,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal,	orgy)	Becoming	A	Winner	-	by	Benwa	-	Hal
transforms	Betty	and	himself	from	nerdy	losers	into	gorgeous	winners.	{MF,	1st,	mc,	reluc,	light	bd}	Becoming	Sexual	-	by	Anon	-	I	discovered	my	sexual	potential	later	than	most	people.	As	an	exchange	student	I	learned	to	masturbate	and	now	I'm	an	addict.	(M/F-teen,	1st,	mast)	Bedtime	Surprise	-	by	Mandy	C	-	A	young	girl	sleeps	with	her	brother
because	she's	mad	at	her	mother.	(mf-teens,	inc,	1st)	Before	Mom	Gets	Home	-	by	Lastone	-	Lori	and	Rick,	both	timid	teenagers	study	together	after	school.	After	Lori	passes	the	big	math	test	they	turn	to	other	types	of	studies.	They	learn	about	the	excitement	romance	and	sex.	(mf-yteens,	1st)	Being	A	Younger	Sister	-	by	Kit	Fine	-	Sometimes	little
sisters	get	to	do	more	than	big	sisters.	(MMf-teens,	1st,	inc,	oral)	Being	Bisexual	-	by	Heronboy	-	I	was	16	and	spent	the	summer	with	my	aunt	Karen.	She	opened	my	eyes	about	sex	and	I	am	very	grateful	to	her.	I	leaned	what	being	bisexual	was	all	about	and	I	loved	it.	(Fm,	bi,	1st,	inc)	Being	Naughty	Isn't	Bad	-	by	J.J.	Cure	-	A	fifteen-year-old	girl	gets
a	taste	of	the	real	thing	when	an	older	man	catches	her	peeping.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	reluc,	voy,	1st)	Ben	-	by	Raiderboy	-	This	is	the	story	of	Ben,	a	very	special	14	year	old	boy.	Ben	is	involved	in	a	wild	and	steamy	sexual	relationship	with	an	older	woman	and	brings	his	best	friend	along	for	the	ride.	(FF/mm-teens,	ped,	inc,	1st)	Bench	Pressing	Mom	-	by
Anon	PIXNIX	Author	-	A	16	year-old	boy	is	into	lifting	weights.	One	day	he	gets	the	idea	to	bench	press	his	mother.	
For	some	unknown	reason	she	lets	him,	and	due	to	teenage	hormones	he	bench	presses	right	into	her!	(mF,	mast,	1st,	inc)	Bernie	-	by	pete	-	A	Saint	Bernard	comes	to	stay	with	a	neighbouring	mother	and	her	young	daughter,	while	his	owners'	are	on	holiday.	And	'Bernie'	turns	out	not	to	be	so	Saintly	after	all.	(Ff,	ped,	inc,	1st,	beast)	Best	4th	Of	July
Ever	-	by	Geminiguy	-	A	reclusive	guy	meets	a	woman	after	a	long	time	of	nothing	more	than	jacking	to	internet	porn	and	isn't	sure	how	to	proceed.	But	luckily,	nature	takes	its	course.	(MF,	1st,	oral,	rom)	Best	Bus	Trip	Ever	-	by	Levi	Chaon	-	A	recalcitrant	teenager	is	saddled	with	a	cross-country	bus	trip	to	stay	with	his	dad	for	the	summer.	By
chance,	the	person	seated	next	to	him	is	a	young	girl	who	is	no	more	excited	about	the	trip	than	he	is.	They	somehow	manage	to	make	the	trip	mutually	pleasurable.	(mf-teens,	1st,	oral,	rom)	Best	Father's	Day	Ever,	The	-	by	MapleValley8	-	With	Mom	out	of	town,	a	daughter	confesses	her	greatest	fear	to	her	Dad.	
(M/F-teen,	inc,	1st)	Best	Friend	-	by	Dream	Weaver	-	Emily's	best	friend	finds	one	of	her	father's	videos	one	night	and	asks	Emily	for	a	favour.	(ff-teens,	youths,	1st)	Best	Friend	Sex	-	by	Anon	-	A	girl	discovers	sex	with	her	best	friend.	(M/ff-teens,	ped,	bi,	1st,	oral,	anal)	Best	Friends	-	by	Anon	-	A	teenage	girl	loses	her	parents	and	gains	a	teenage
husband.	(MF-teens,	youths,	1st,	rom)	Best	Friends	-	by	Anon	-	Dan	and	Luke	are	two	13	year	old	best	friends.	One	day,	Luke	is	sick	and	Dan	comes	over	to	visit	him,	but	it	turns	into	a	little	bit	more	than	just	your	usual	visit...	(mm-teens,	youths,	1st-gay-expr,	reluc,	oral,	anal,	puke)	Best	Friends	-	by	Author	Obscure	-	Susan	and	Heather	had	been	best
friends	since	the	first	day	of	high	school.	Four	years	later	they	crammed	for	finals	as	they	had	always	done,	late	night	study	sessions	that	found	one	or	the	other	sharing	the	same	bed	as	it	became	too	late	to	head	home.	(ff-teens,	1st)	Best	Friends	-	by	Holly	-	A	romantic	affair,	a	first	time	to	remember.	(MF,	rom,	1st)	Best	Friends	-	by	Raiderboy	-	Chris
is	obsessed	thinking	about	his	best	friend	Kevin	spending	the	weekend	in	bed	with	his	girlfriend.	Then	Kevin	calls	Chris	and	invites	him	to	meet	his	girlfriend's	cousin,	who	needs	a	boy	to	satisfy	her	that	night.	
Chris	is	more	than	willing	and	ready!	(mf-teens,	rom,	1st)	Best	Friends	Club	-	by	Obmuj	-	Five	attractive	girls	from	wealthy	families	just	entering	their	teen	years	begin	to	explore	their	sexuality.	In	a	discussion	between	themselves,	they	choose	the	people	they	would	most	like	explore	sex	with,	within	their	immediate	families.	(f+-teens/MF,	ped,	1st,
inc,	bi,	voy,	intr,	ws,	orgy)	Best	Mom	In	The	World	-	by	Your	Ghost	-	When	his	father	goes	off	to	fight	the	Persian	gulf	war	a	young	boy	discovers	just	what	a	great	mom	he	has.	(Fb,	ped,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral)	Beth	And	Marc	-	by	Raiderboy	-	Two	young	innocent	adolescents	make	the	most	of	an	afternoon	in	Grandma's	attic.	(teens,	1st,	rom)	Beth�s
Audience	-	by	Tom	R	-	When	Beth	dumped	me	I	was	heartbroken.	But	when	one	of	the	most	beautiful	babes	on	campus	took	me	to	a	secluded	spot	to	give	me	a	view	of	Beth	and	her	new	lover	in	action,	that	I'll	never	forget.	(MF-teens,	voy,	1st,	oral)	Betrayal	-	by	Art	S	Healing	-	A	quick,	heart-filled	tale	of	what	happens	when	a	brutal	father	returns
home	from	prison	to	finds	out	that	he	has	a	daughter	of	which	he	was	not	aware.	(Mg,	ped,	inc,	extreme,	nc,	rp,	1st,	v)	Betsy	Goes	to	School	-	by	Tater	Tot	-	Sweet	and	innocent	young	Betsy	finds	people	are	very	helpful	at	her	new	school.	(Ff,	ff,	ped,	1st,	oral,	anal)	Betsy's	Best	Intentions	-	by	Rachael	Ross	-	Fifteen	year	old	Betsy	needs	her	older
brother's	help	with	a	homework	assignment	and	Troy	reluctantly	agrees	to	assist	his	little	sister,	only	to	discover	that	the	bonds	of	blood	are	no	match	for	the	passion	their	hearts	alone	can	share.	
(mf-teens,	1st,	inc,	rom,	preg)	Bi	Friends	-	by	Rodger	Pepper	-	Literally	a	coming	of	age	reminiscence.	A	1970s	summer	camp,	where	bi	sex	play	among	straight	kids	was	the	ongoing	thrill	sport	of	choice.	(m+teens,	fmm,	1st,	bi,	self-oral)	Bianca	-	by	Brody	-	The	story	of	a	teen	who	grows	up	close	to	her	aunt	who	is	only	8	years	older	than	she	is.	But
then	she	falls	in	love	with	her	uncle	and	marries	him.	(mf-teen,	youths,	inc,	1st,	oral,	voy,	rom,	preg?)	Bianca	Helps	Out	Daddy	-	by	Lanka	Cream	-	Young	teenage	Bianca	is	very	keen	on	some	expensive	clothes	and	jewellery	for	her	birthday.	She	is	also	precociously	sexually	developed	and	has	desires	on	daddy.	He	hasn't	been	getting	any	lately	as	his
wife	is	having	an	affair	and	his	urges	have	made	him	notice	the	forbidden	charms	of	his	daughter.	
(M/f-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st,	preg)	Big	Balls	-	by	Pudmeister	-	A	story	about	a	man's	fetish	and	his	incestual	relationship	with	his	daughter.	Some	of	this	is	based	on	fact	and	other	parts	are	a	fantasy.	(M/f-teen	ped,	inc,	1st,	fetish)	Part	2	Big	Brother,	Little	Sister	-	by	pete	-	A	fourteen	year-old	boy	is	conscripted	to	baby-sit	his	twelve	year-old	sister.	(mf-
yteens,	inc,	1st,	oral)	Big	Bust	Theory,	The	-	by	Geminiguy	-	This	is	an	alternate	version	of	The	Big	Bang	Theory,	where	new	tenant	"kind	of	cool"	Lenny	meets	his	neighbor	Penny.	
He	can't	help	but	notice	her	assets.	(MF,	1st,	tit-fuck,	sitcom-parody)	Big	Dare,	The	-	by	Wonder	Boy	-	Being	attracted	to	your	best	friend	sexually	can	be	difficult	when	you're	both	boys	and	the	year	is	1969.	(mm-teens,	1st-gay-expr,	oral,	huml)	Big	Kid	Stuff	-	by	Anon	-	This	is	a	first	time	gay	story	that	involves	teenagers	and	some	incest.	(mm-teens,
inc,	1st,	oral,	anal)	Big	Sister	Is	Horny	-	by	Eros	-	Many	brothers	would	give	anything	to	have	a	sister	like	Mindy.	(MF,	inc,	1st,	voy)	Big	Tits	-	by	Golden	Scribe	-	Is	it	a	blessing	or	a	curse	for	a	thirteen	year-old	girl	to	have	huge	tits?	(M+/f-teen,	mf-teens,	ped,	1st,	oral,	prost)	Bike	Ride	Part	II	-	by	Anon	-	I	wrote	a	part	II	to	a	story	in	Directory	1	titled,
"Bike	Ride	With	My	Sister".	I	have	waited	for	the	author	more	but	since	he	or	she	has	chosen	not	to,	I	have	submitted	my	own	version	of	the	second	part	of	the	story.	(mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral)	Bill-The-Traitor	Dot	Com	-	by	Sirbosk1	-	Bill,	a	gambling	addict,	tries	to	cheat	his	best	friends,	his	former	construction	crew,	and	gets	caught.	They	punish
him	and	take	their	revenge	by	sexually	humiliating	him	publicly.	His	bookie	and	his	most	important	client,	a	gay	man	and	president	of	a	private	BDSM	club,	discover	Bill's	dilemma	and	take	advantage.	Trying	to	back	out	of	his	services	to	the	ruthless	client	and	bookie,	he	tries	to	blackmail	his	family	and	they	fix	Bill's	problem,	permanently.	(MM,	nc,	v,
1st,	oral,	anal,	exh,	tor,	bd,	blkmail,	cast)	Billy	&	Jilly	-	by	Lisa	&	Sharon	-	First	time	young	love.	They	do	it	in	a	closet,	and	find	that	they	love	how	it	feels.	(mf,	young,	1st)	Billyjoe	Becomes	A	Woman	-	by	Obmuj	-	A	few	months	after	turning	seventeen,	Billyjoe	feels	like	someone	is	spying	on	her.	
She	was	correct,	as	her	brother	of	fifteen	has	found	a	way	to	video	tape	her	in	her	bedroom	and	the	bathroom	they	share.	Doug	decides	he	wants	more	from	his	sister,	and	goes	for	broke.	
(mf-teens,	inc,	voy,	reluc,	1st)	Billy's	Education	-	by	Eros	-	Billy	gets	a	lesson	in	sex	from	a	neighbor	lady,	then	tries	out	what	he's	learned	on	his	sleeping	mother.	(Fm-teen,	ped	inc,	1st)	Billy's	First	Time	-	by	Anon	-	Billy's	first	time	is	with	more	experienced	girl.	(mf-teens,	1st,	youths)	Billy's	First	Time	-	by	Eager46	-	One	hot	day,	14-year-old	Billy
watches	his	sister	and	her	friends	playing	by	the	Pool	and	becomes	excited	so	he	jerks	off.	He	was	unaware	that	one	of	the	girls	had	left	the	group	and	had	come	upstairs	to	the	bathroom	and	so	discovered	Billy	jerking	off.	Instead	of	being	grossed	our,	she	helps	him	out.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st,	mast,	oral,	rom)	Billy's	Thanksgiving	Treat	-	by	Josh	-	A
virgin	college	student	with	secret	homosexual	urges	decides	to	try	something	new	and	treats	himself	to	a	'massage'	over	thanksgiving	holiday.	(MM,	1st-gay-expr,	oral,	anal)	Biology	Teacher	-	by	Cumfreak1952	-	A	story	of	a	5th	grade	student	and	her	biology	teacher	talking	about	reproduction.	The	5th	grader	had	questions	her	teacher	couldn't
answer,	so	the	only	way	to	answer	them	was	to	show	her,	using	a	dog's	penis	instead	of	a	human	penis	as	an	example.	(Fg,	ped,	beast,	1st,	voy)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	Birth	Of	A	Cocksucker	-	by	M.	Bernard	-	A	high	school	kid's	first	experience	cock	sucking	proves	to	be	his	natural	talent	and	life	calling.	(MM+/m-teen,	exh,	1st-gay-expr,	oral,	glory)
Birthday	Babysitting,	A	Present	For	Sis	-	by	Beating	Off	Bob	-	Bobby	forgot	his	sister's	birthday,	which	was	bad	enough,	but	he's	also	broke,	which	made	things	worse.	But	there	WAS	something	she	needed	that	he	could	provide,	and	which	would	make	her	birthday	a	special	event.	(Fm,	ped,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	cheat,	preg)	Birthday	Party	-	by
Sweetmeat	-	My	parents	give	me	a	birthday	party	and	introduce	me	to	my	first	lover,	a	man	my	father	works	with.	(MM/M-teen,	1st-gay-expr,	dom,	mast,	oral,	anal)	Birthday	Present	From	Mom	-	by	Bones	-	A	teenage	boy	gets	a	great	birthday	gift	from	his	best	friend's	mom.	(F/m-teen,	1st)	Bisexual	Incest	Orgy	-	by	Anon	-	I	lost	my	virginity	to	my
cousin	Terri	because	I	felt	safe	having	sex	with	another	girl.	But	after	a	while	we	both	wanted	to	know	what	it	would	be	like	with	a	guy.	That's	when	our	thoughts	turned	to	Terri's	brother	Kevin.	(MMF,	1st,	bi,	inc)	Bite	Me	-	by	Maussie	-	Natasha,	an	18-year	old	girl	who	already	lives	on	her	own,	goes	out	at	night	to	get	herself	a	guy.	She	hooks	up	with
me	in	a	bar	and	asks	me	to	come	home	with	her.	I	do	so,	but	things	don't	go	as	she	had	planned	or	as	I	had	hoped	for.	Then	a	year	later	they	meet	again.	(MF,	nc,	rp,	1st,	oral,	rom)	Black	Behind	The	Green	Door	-	by	EroswriterXXX	-	A	black	college	student	is	kidnapped,	gang	raped	and	impregnated	for	the	pleasure	of	an	exclusive	club.	(M+F,	nc,	rp,
1st,	intr,	preg)	Black	Dominated	Family	-	by	Scatwoman	-	Black	sex	god	Luke	Powers	sets	his	sights	on	the	Whitebread	family:	sexy	blonde	PAWG/MILF	Wendy,	her	catholic	school	girl	daughter	Missy,	her	teenage	jock	son	Butch	and	even	her	limp-dicked	white	collar	husband	Chuck.	Nobody	in	the	family	escapes	Luke's	dominance	and	big,	black	dick.
(Mdom/MFfm,	Ff,	MM,	ped,	nc,	rp,	inc,	1st,	oral,	anal,	bi,	intr,	cuck,	ws)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	Black	Knight	Takes	White	Pawn	-	by	Pegboy	-	A	sixteen-year-old	boy	is	seduced	by	two	black	men	and	introduced	to	a	world	of	submissive	sex.	(MM/m-teen,	intr,	1st-gay-expr,	drugs,	oral,	anal)	Part	2	Black	Magic	-	by	BigStudlyDude	-	My	wife	to	be,	Trish,	is
a	good	Catholic	girl	who	has	never	gone	past	second	base	with	a	man.	I	planned	to	marry	her.	
Then	I	decided	to	check	up	on	her	bachelorette	party	her	friends	were	throwing	for	her...	(MF,	voy,	1st,	intr,	size)	Black	Widow	Of	The	Orient	-	by	Nesfdancer	-	Ms.	Fung	enjoyed	Thailand	very	much.	She	had	been	very	successful	this	year,	and	felt	business	was	going	to	be	good.	She	bought	Meagan	as	her	own	and	"leased"	her	to	her	sister's	brothel	in
Bangkok.	It	was	a	good	business	investment.	Last	she	saw	of	her	she	was	kneeling	in	front	of	a	white	sex	tourist,	dressed	as	a	"little	girl,"	making	her	owner	money.	(M+/f,	F-dom,	ped,	nc,	rp,	prost,	drugs,	v,	1st,	bd,	asian)	Blackmailing	Of	Taylor	Swift,	The	-	by	Geminiguy	-	You	should	try	blackmailing	up-and-coming	young	stars	for	a	living.	
The	rewards	can	be	out	of	this	world.	
(M/f-teen,	ped,	reluc,	1st,	anal,	celeb-parody)	Blackpool	Pleasure	Beach	-	by	Timberwolf	-	Days	out	with	the	family	will	never	be	the	same	for	Sam	or	his	cousin	Katie.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	oral,	rom)	Part	2	Blankets	-	by	Tiggs	-	A	young	girl	finds	herself	in	a	bad	situation	when	she	is	suddenly	kidnapped	in	broad	daylight,	just	a	few	blocks	from	her	home.	
The	two	high-class	young	men	are	able	to	do	with	her	and	to	her,	anything	they	please.	(MM/f-teen,	ped,	rp,	nc,	1st,	bd)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	-	Part	5	-	Part	6	Blind	Man's	Bluff	-	by	Joe	Moose	-	A	young	boy's	solitary	play	is	interrupted	by	his	equally	young	but	precocious	neighbour	and	she	introduces	him	to	some	mush	more	pleasurable	play.	This	is
the	first	chapter	of	a	somewhat	lengthy	carnal	odyssey.	
Critical	comments	would	be	appreciated.	(mf,	1st)	Blonde	Cheerleader,	The	-	by	Pleasureseeker	-	A	cheerleader	is	abducted	on	her	way	home	from	cheer	practice.	Her	body	is	used	and	abused,	before	being	given	sleeping	medicine	and	dumped	by	the	roadside.	(MF-teens,	youths,	nc,	rp,	1st,	anal,	drugged)	Blowjob	Artist	-	by	Mojo	-	A	girl	is	trained	to
give	head	from	a	very	early	age	boy	her	older	brother.	(MF,	FF,	1st,	ped)	Blue	Angel	-	by	GG	For	Her	-	A	fucked	up	girlfriend	and	her	fantasies	get	me	into	some	trouble.	(M+/F+,	bi,	1st,	oral,	anal,	exh,	glory,	rom)	Bob	Dresses	For	Halloween	-	by	LaffWithMe	-	With	his	wife's	blessing	and	encouragement	Bob	ventures	out	on	his	first	cross-dressing
foray.	Let	us	say	he	is	deeply	impacted	by	the	experience.	(MM,	1st,	cd)	Bobbie	Sue	And	Robbie	Lee	-	by	Bugman	-	Bobbie	Sue	and	Robbie	Lee	were	13-year-old	twins	and	very	close.	Their	parents	only	made	a	slight	attempt	to	keep	sexual	relations	from	developing	between	the	two.	(M+/mf-teens,	ped,	nc,	v,	inc,	1st)	Bobby	-	by	Hornymother	-	A	boy
receives	his	first	mind-numbing	orgasm	when	a	teasing	older	woman	drives	her	over	the	edge.	
(F/b,	ped,	exh,	1st,	drugs)	Bobby	And	His	Mother	-	by	Jones	-	Bobby	was	a	nice	looking	12-year-old	who	had	an	overload	of	hormones.	He	was	turned	onto	the	boys	in	the	gym	class	shower.	His	mother	Sally	was	a	drunk	who	came	home	drunk	and	fucked	every	night.	He	was	also	turned	onto	her.	He	knew	she	was	peeking	when	he	jacked-off	in	the
shower.	He	also	knew	she	listened	at	his	bedroom	door	when	he	beat	off	on	the	sheets	she	washed.	He	wanted	to	fuck	her	and	suck	cock	too.	(MFb,	ped,	bi,	inc,	exh,	mast,	oral,	1st,	alcohol,	drugs)	Part	2	Bob's	First	Time	-	by	BigBob	-	This	is	a	true	story	as	told	to	me	by	a	friend	on	a	internet	chat.	It	is	about	boy-teenage	sex	so	if	you	find	that
offensive...hit	the	road.	If	you	enjoyed	it,	feel	free	to	e-mail	me	with	your	comments.	This	is	my	first	attempt	at	this	so	any	feedback	would	be	welcome.	(MM-teens,	mast,	1st-gay	expr)	Bold	Move	-	by	Ethan	-	A	true	story	from	my	college	days	when	I	indulged	in	a	little	exhibitionism	in	the	coed	shower	for	the	shy	girl	across	the	hall.	She	seemed
intrigued,	and	I	made	the	bold	decision	to	take	it	a	step	further.	(MF,	exh,	1st,	oral,	true)	Bonnie	Goes	Camping	-	by	Friar	Dave	-	Young	girl	gets	fucked	by	relitives	while	on	a	camping	trip.	"Every	year,	my	family	goes	on	a	camping	trip	to	the	lake.	Usually	it	includes	my	mom,	dad,	his	brother	and	my	brother.	We	go	to	a	cool	place	way	back	in	the
woods	where	it's	so	quiet	and	peaceful.	But	this	year	was	different.	(MM/f,	1st,	inc,	ped)	Bonnie	Jean	-	by	Aquarius	-	A	young	girl's	first	time	with	her	older	cousin's	husband's	friend	after	the	wedding	and	then	the	days	that	follow	with	a	couple	older	boys	and	finally	with	the	same	man	again.	
(Mmf,	ped,	1st,	inc)	Bosses	Daughter,	The	-	by	Nina	-	This	story	is	about	my	first	sexual	encounter	at	the	age	of	fourteen	with	a	man	that	worked	for	my	father.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	reluc,	1st,	oral)	Bound	For	Glory	-	by	Peter	Pan	-	Shannon	is	just	a	cute	teenager.	It's	not	her	fault	she	has	fantasies	she	shouldn't.	Problem	is	when	your	"nice"	boyfriend	has	a
vivid	imagination	also.	Toss	in	a	decent-size	Hotel	suite	and	you're	talking	a	game	played	with	high-stake	prison	rules!	(Mf-teen,	mast,	1st,	bd,	rom)	Boy	Entrepreneur	-	by	Dan	Westman	-	A	young	teenage	boy	seduced	by	a	married	couple.	MF/m-teen,	ped,	bi,	1st,	voy,	ws)	Boy	Magnets	-	by	Jenny	Wanshel	-	"I	am	the	last	teacher	in	the	world	I	would
expect	to	sleep	with	one	of	her	students.	I	am	good-looking,	I	have	had	plenty	of	boyfriends,	and	have	never	been	what	I	would	consider	some	kind	of	slut.	(F/b,	teacher,	1st,	size)	Boy	Rape	-	by	Anon	-	Young	boys	aren't	safe	with	cousin	Sarah	around.	(Fm-teens,	ped,	M-voy,	nc,	rp,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral)	Boy	Scouts	-	by	Tinman	-	Two	14-year	old	Boy
Scouts	at	a	troop	meeting	start	a	game	and	soon	get	seriously	interested	in	pursuing	it	further	�	perhaps	with	a	third	Scout	who	seems	to	realize	what	has	happened.	
(mm-teens,	youths,	1st-gay-expr,	mast)	Boy	Takes	Cousin's	Virginity	-	by	Anon	-	Cousins	are	thrown	tegether	during	a	family	visit	and	find	ways	to	keep	entertained,	(mf-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal)	Boyfriends	-	by	Tony	Tiger	-	A	young	woman	learns	about	sex	and	love.	(MMF,	1st,	swingers,	orgy,	rom)	Boyhood	Friends	-	by	Silver	Fox	-	A
young	boy	is	introduced	to	sex	by	his	best	friend's	mother.	(F/m-teen,	ped,	1st,	oral)	Boykiller	-	by	Alex	Hawk	-	A	jolly	little	story	about	a	female	serial	killer	and	a	young	boy	she	tries	to	off.	(F/b,	ped,	1st,	v,	sn,	nec)	Boys'	Detention	Centre	-	by	Mich	Boyle	-	12	Year	old,	Shane	Byrne	is	sentenced	to	3	years	in	a	boy's	prison	but	is	held	in	a	women�s
prison	for	his	first	night.	He	finds	himself	at	the	mercy	of	three	sex	starved	female	pedophile	inmates	whose	wildest	fantasies	have	just	been	realized.	(FFb,	ped,	nc,	1st,	orgy)	Boys	Need	Cars,	Girls	Need?	-	by	RodgertheDodger	-	A	school	girl	enjoys	riding	in	an	older	guy's	car	after	school	and	learns	many	things	while	she	does.	(mf-teens,	1st)	Boys
Will	Be	Boys	-	by	Bossman	-	A	young	boy	goes	to	a	boarding	school	to	learn	how	to	behave	but	ends	up	learning	a	lot	more	than	he	expected.	(M/mm-teens,	ped,	nc,	rp,	1st-gay-expr)	Boys	Will	Be	Boys	-	by	Shooterguy123	-	Young	boys	discover	boy	to	boy	sex.	One	becomes	the	passive	one	and	a	neighbor	and	his	cousins	provide	a	lot	of	sex	for	him.
(MM-teens,	youths,	1st,	anal,	orgy)	Bra	Shopping	With	Uncle	Bob	-	by	Beating	Off	Bob	-	Uncle	Bob	invites	his	niece	Chrissy	to	be	his	'date'	for	a	semi-formal	event,	and	provides	the	dress.	But	she	doesn't	have	the	right	bra	to	wear	with	it.	He	takes	her	shopping,	and	gets	a	lot	more	than	he	bargained	for	in	the	process.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st,	mast,
preg)	Brad's	Huge	Penis	-	by	ljj100	-	It	becomes	known	that	young	Brad	has	a	large	penis.	That's	when	he	starts	fucking	his	sister,	mom,	and	several	girls	at	school.	(m/Fff,	youths,	voy,	inc,	1st,	size)	Brandi	Takes	A	Summer	Job	-	by	Sweet	Irish	-	She	comes	from	a	wealthy	family.	At	17	she	is	unhappy	with	her	small	breasts.	To	enlist	her	father's	help	in
convincing	her	mother	to	let	her	get	a	boob	job,	Brandi	finds	incest	is	a	way	to	gain	her	father's	help.	The	story	has	others	involved,	and	one	has	a	camera.	(M/F-teen,	1st,	inc,	voy)	Brazilian	Welcome	-	by	Carmangia	-	A	first	lesbian	experience	story,	with	a	young	American	high	school	exchange	student's	trip	to	Brazil.	(ff-teens,	first)	Breaking	In	A
Young	Virgin	-	by	Rrrumbler54	-	A	13	year	old	cutie	wants	to	fuck	her	boyfriend,	but	first	she	wants	to	lose	her	virginity	to	a	more	experienced	lover.	(Mf-teens,	1st,	oral)	Breaking	The	Gifted	-	by	Yanoo	-	An	elite	schoolgirl	is	drugged	in	a	restroom	and	forced	to	ask	to	be	raped.	(M/f-teen,	nc,	rp,	1st,	bd,	preg)	Part	2	Bree,	A	Seductress	At	Eleven	-	by
Bythe	Spirit	-	Taking	notice	of	eleven	year	old	Bree	led	to	a	most	wonderful	experience.	(Mg,	extreme-ped,	1st)	Breeding	Mary	Jane	-	by	UnClear	-	This	strange	story	has	a	pretty	young	teenager's	mother	offering	her	as	a	sex	object	to	her	fathers	Boss,	behind	his	pridefull	back.	Pretty	well	written,	even	if	it	is	a	little	strange.	(Mf,	teen,	preg,	nc,	1st)
Breeding	Milker	Farm	-	by	Odds	Botkins	-	I've	been	at	this	since	I	was	10.	
Now,	at	14	and	a	half,	I	am	proud	to	say	I	have	not	had	my	first	period.	Not	because	I'm	late	getting	started,	but	because	of	my	work.	
I	have	been	fucked	so	many	times	every	day	for	the	last	four	and	a	half	years,	that	my	pussy	is	sort-of	stretched	out	and	always	dripping	sperm.	(MMMf-teen,	ped,	1st,	exh,	anal,	intr,	orgy,	preg)	Brenda,	A	Love	Story	-	by	Tom	Bombadil	-	It	was	three	days	after	moving	into	the	beach	house,	late	afternoon,	and	I	was	sitting	on	the	back	porch	soaking	up
some	sun,	enjoying	a	nice	cool	glass	of	lemonade	when	I	was	rather	startled	to	hear	a	voice	coming	from	not	far	in	front	of	me.	"Can	I	have	some	lemonade	too,	please?"	I	opened	my	eyes	to	see	this	skinny	little	nine	year	old	girl	in	a	bikini	sitting	on	the	railing	of	my	balcony.	
I	said	"Who	are	you?"	She	looked	at	me	for	a	moment	then	replied,	"I'm	Brenda."	(M/f,	ff,	ped,	1st,	mast,	oral,	anal,	voy)	Bride's	Hairdresser,	The	-	by	Beating	Off	Bob	-	Bob	has	done	his	sister's	hair	their	whole	life,	and	she	demands	he	do	it	for	her	wedding	too.	But	something	else	is	going	on,	something	strange.	Why	is	the	Doctor	there?	What	is	he
DOING?	Wait!	What's	SHE	doing?	And	where	did	all	that	money	come	from?	(MF,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	rom,	preg)	Britany,	Linda	And	Maverick	-	by	Hornylisa	-	A	young	teen	and	her	younger	friend	discover	the	fun	they	can	have	with	each	other	and	a	horse.	
(ff-teens/beast,	youths,	1st,	mast,	oral,	voy)	Britany,	Maverick	And	Me	-	by	Hornylisa	-	What	happens	when	I	meet	a	beautiful	girl	and	her	horse.	Just	a	fantasy	that	never	happened.	(Ff,	ped,	1st,	oral,	beast)	Broken	In	By	Brother	-	by	Beating	Off	Bob	-	A	girl	tells	the	story	of	her	life	in	remote	Wyoming,	and	how	she	and	her	brother	learned	about	life
and	having	babies	together.	Mom	and	Dad	discover	their	relationship	and	while	trying	to	discourage	it	get	drawn	in.	(MF/mf-teens,	ped,	inc,	1st,	oral,	mast,	preg)	Broken	In	By	Uncle	-	by	Beating	Off	Bob	-	During	a	bath,	when	she	was	young,	Daphne's	Uncle	warns	her	that	one	of	these	days	he's	going	to	fuck	her	little	pussy.	This	story	is	about	that
day.	(Mf,	mf,	mF,	ped,	inc,	1st,	preg)	Brother	Knows	Best	-	by	Shooterguy123	-	Young	boys	and	girls	discover	sex	and	make	the	most	of	family	members	to	get	satisfaction.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st)	Brooke	and	Willow	-	by	Brody	-	Sometimes	the	unexpected	happens.	A	chance	encounter	with	a	store	clerk	leads	to	a	surprising	night	of	discovery	and	the
promise	of	much	more.	There	is	something	more	to	Brooke	�	something	more	than	her	intensely	beautiful	brown	eyes.	(MF,	1st,	oral,	voy)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	-	Part	5	-	Part	6	-	Part	7	Brother	In-law	With	Benefits	-	by	Mannydcamp	-	A	story	about	a	wife	and	young	brother	in-law	that	get	way	too	close.	(F/m-teen,	exh,	ped,	rom,	inc,	1st,	adultery)
Brother	Teaches	Brother	-	by	Anon	-	An	older	brother	takes	his	young	brother	under	his	wing	and	teaches	him	about	sex.	(M/m-teen,	MF/m-teen,	ped,	bi,	1st,	oral,	voy)	Brotherly	Love	-	by	Jack	William	Danielz	-	Conner,	a	boy	of	age	18,	finds	himself	in	a	situation	when	his	younger	sister,	Katie,	catches	him	reading	a	sex	novel.	Katie	demands	he	do
something	for	her,	or	she	will	tell	all	about	the	novel	to	their	Mother	and	Father.	(Mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	mast)	Brothers	-	by	Jason	A.	Quest	-	A	younger	brother's	idle	worship	for	his	older	brother	turns	into	something	else,	when	his	older	brother	comes	home	from	college	and	teaches	him	what	he	has	learned.	(mm-teens,	inc,	1st-gay	expr)	Brother's
Initiation	-	by	Nicolas	Neal	-	Older	sister	shows	younger	brother	the	ropes	when	parents	go	out	of	town	for	the	weekend.	He	gets	to	learn	more	than	he	bargains	for.	(mff-teens,	inc,	reluc,	bi,	1st,	oral,	alcohol,	voy)	Brother's	Sex	Slave	-	by	Catfish	-	How	I	was	tricked	into	becoming	a	sex	slave	to	my	brothers.	This	is	the	story	of	my	youth,	next	I	will	tell
your	how	my	youth	has	effected	my	adult	married	life.	(mm/b,	inc,	mc,	oral,	1st-gay-expr)	Brown	Beach	Guy	-	by	Anon	-	A	guy	takes	the	day	off	and	goes	to	the	beach.	He's	lying	in	the	sun	enjoying	himself	when	this	brown	Asian	guy	settles	annoyingly	close	to	his	towel.	(MM	1st-gay	expr,	intr)	Buck	And	Jenny	At	The	Beach	-	by	Raiderboy	-	Two
childhood	friends	who	haven't	seen	each	other	for	five	years	meet	again	as	teenagers	when	their	families	share	a	summer	beach	house.	(mf-teens,	1st,	rom)	Budding	-	by	Claudia	-	I	was	in	a	hurry	to	lose	my	virginity	but	after	it	happened	I	wondered	what	all	the	fuss	was	about.	That	is	until	I	met	Joey.	(mf-teens,	reluc,	1st,	oral)	Buddy	System	-	by
Posterboy	-	A	guy	visits	his	buddy	and	new	wife	only	to	get	a	surprise.	
Things	get	better	after	a	pizza	run.	(MMF,	voy,	1st,	oral,	mast)	Bud's	Secret	-	by	Geminiguy	-	Bud	was	unlucky	with	the	ladies,	but	a	genius.	And	he	had	put	that	genius	to	good	use...	Now	to	test	it	out	on	an	"unlucky"	test	subject.	(mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	oral,	anal,	sitcom-parody)	Buffy	Goes	To	Camp	-	by	Beating	Off	Bob	-	Buffy	is	an	aspiring	actor	who
loves	to	go	to	acting	camp	each	summer.	Counselor	Bob	offers	private	lessons	at	camp	and	Buffy	signs	up	to	beat	the	dreaded	condition:	Stage	Fright.	How	best	to	do	that?	Bob	has	an	idea.	(M/ff-teens,	1st,	exh,	reluc,	intr,	preg)	Buffy	Sleeps	Over	-	by	Anon	-	A	Buffy	the	Vampire	Slayer	story	revolving	around	Buffy	and	her	friend	Willow.	The	girls	stay
up	late	and	talk	about	stuff	and	in	the	course	of	their	conversation	the	fact	that	Willow	has	never	kissed	anyone	other	than	a	family	member	comes	up.	Girls	being	girls,	they	decide	to	experiment.	(ff,	mast,	1st,	sitcom	parody)	Bullied	Victim	-	by	Publicunt	-	A	girl	gets	bullied	by	a	gang	at	school	and	ends	up	being	dog	raped.	
(M+/f,	nc,	rp,	1st,	bd,	mc,	orgy,	beast)	Bully,	The	-	by	Don	Azars	-	A	younger	boy	is	mercilessly	victimized	by	a	bigger	and	older	boy	who	is	the	school	bully,	until	they	come	to	an	understanding,	then	everything	changes.	(mm-youths,	nc,	rp,	v,	anal,	1st-gay-expr)	Burning	The	Church	-	by	LeAnna	-	A	virgin	college	student	decides	to	lose	it	with	an	old
beau	during	Church	services.	(MF,	1st,	rom)	Bus	-	by	Art	S	Healing	-	A	girl	begins	to	ride	the	school	bus	and	finds	it	to	be	an	arousing	experience.	(m+teens/g,	youths,	reluc,	voy,	1st,	beast)	Bus	Ride	-	by	Dawn1958	-	Lori	was	a	school	bus	driver	and	nothing	very	eventful	happened	to	her	until	one	day	when	Jimmy	decided	he	wanted	to	see	more	of	his
sexy	bus	driver.	(mmm-teens/F,	nc,	1st,	oral,	mc,	orgy)	Bus	Ride,	The	-	by	Julieanne	Fox	-	This	is	a	true	story	of	a	harrowing	event	that	happened	when	I	once	took	the	bus.	
I	have	recovered	emotionally	for	the	most	part	but	you	might	say	this	event	changed	my	life	forever.	(MMF-teens,	intr,	nc,	v,	1st,	oral)	By	The	Stream	-	by	Obmuj	-	How	a	fifteen	year	old	boy	becomes	a	man	with	a	female	that	he	had	previously	found	so	beautiful	that	he	couldn't	believe	what	they	had	just	done.	No	summer	day	alongside	the	creek	was
never	more	perfect	than	this	one.	(F/m-teen,	ped,	1st,	oral,	mast,	preg)	Byron's	First	Lover	-	by	Pat	Tomason	-	A	story	from	the	late	70's	of	a	high	school	freshman's	first	"real"	girlfriend.	Though	the	process	wasn't	as	smooth	as	he	had	imagined,	it	was	unforgettable.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st,	mast,	oral)	Caduta	Per	Mamma	-	by	Geminiguy	-	In	this
somewhat	science	fiction-ish	tale,	when	his	parents	break	up,	a	son	develops	an	interest	in	his	unattainable	mother	Monica	Belucci.	(mf-teens,	1st,	inc,	mast,	fantasy,	celeb-parody)	Calendar	Girl	-	by	Johndough	-	A	young	girl	thinks	she	is	helping	out	her	cousin	by	filling	in	for	a	model	who	couldn't	do	the	shoot	because	of	an	injury.	
Too	late	does	she	realize	she	was	the	intended	model	all	alone	and	something	other	than	a	calendar	shoot	was	on	their	minds.	(MMf,	reluc,	1st,	inc,	orgy)	Call	Me	Big	Blue	Balls	-	by	Rhinoman	-	Lenny	a	shy	geeky	and	virgin	college	freshman	with	a	huge	penis	encounters	the	girl	of	his	dreams,	Dawn,	a	senior	football	cheerleader	at	the	larger	southern
university	they	attend.	The	question	is;	what	is	Dawn's	motive	for	befriending	Lenny?	(MF,	1st	time,	oral,	mast,	teasing)	Call	Me	Mommy	-	by	Rob	Thompson	-	A	coming	of	age	story	about	a	16	year	old	boy	who	goes	to	live	with	his	aunt	Linda.	(mF,	first,	inc)	Cameron's	Wild	Night	-	by	Suzie	Wilcox	-	Cameron	had	always	looked	up	to	his	older	brother,
and	he	would	have	even	more	reason	to	after	a	trip	to	a	secluded	beach-front	holiday	spot	with	a	couple	of	girls.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st)	Camp	Nurse	-	by	Nightshade	-	A	man	take	the	job	of	nurse	to	an	all	girl's	camp	and	comes	up	with	unique	ways	to	keep	the	young	campers	healthy	and	happy.	(M/gggg,	ped,	1st,	oral,	anal,	orgy)	Campbells	Are
Cumming,	The	-	by	Kewtieboy	-	A	horny	Scottish	lass	on	an	outing	with	the	local	pipe	band	discovers	she	is	in	more	demand	than	she	thought.	(M+/F,	bi,	1st,	exh,	mast,	oral)	Camping	-	by	Realoldbill	-	A	virgin	male	gets	an	unexpected	visit	or	two.	(mf-teens,	1st)	Camping	Lessons	-	by	J.E.	Ashbourne	-	A	Father	takes	his	teenage	daughter	camping,	but
she's	forgotten	her	sleeping	bag	and	her	pyjamas.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st)	Camping	Out	-	by	Val	White	-	Three	boys	planning	on	some	sexual	experimenting	among	themselves,	plan	a	camping	trip	so	they	can	be	alone,	only	to	fine	that	three	girls	had	already	set	up	their	tent	in	the	boy's	chosen	campsite.	(m+/f+,	teens,	bi,	1st,	orgy)	Camping	With
Daddy	-	by	CalOfThWlf	-	A	father	loses	control	when	his	daughter	strips	naked	before	him	in	preparation	to	washing	in	a	hot	springs	while	they	are	on	a	camping	trip.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st,	cons)	Can	I	Touch	You?	-	by	Anthony	Matthews	-	Out	of	sad	things	sometimes	comes	happiness.	That's	the	case	with	me	when	my	cousin	came	to	stay	with	us	to
help	my	mom	care	for	grandpa.	(mf-teens,	inc,	1st,	cousins,	rom)	Candy	Cums	To	Her	Brother's	Stag	Party	-	by	Johndough	-	A	young	girl	becomes	a	teenager	on	the	day	of	her	brother's	stag	party	for	his	upcoming	marriage.	Angry	that	her	birthday	party	is	to	be	delayed	she	decides	to	attend	her	brother's	party	instead	as	the	entertainment	unaware	of
what	is	expected	of	her	as	the	"dancer	who	jumps	out	of	the	cake".	The	dancer	who	was	hired	sets	her	up	for	her	big	night	perfectly.	
(M+/g,	ped,	nc,	inc,	1st,	exh,	orgy,	preg?)	Candy	Store,	The	-	by	Ann	Douglas	-	A	man	reminisces	about	"The	Candy	Store,"	no	not	a	confectioner.	This	candy	store	was	something	very	special,	a	place	where	young	men	in	the	area	sometimes	went	to	lose	their	virginity.	(F/M-teen,	1st)	Candy's	Taste	Test	-	by	dale10	-	Thirteen	year	old	Candy	must	prove
her	love	for	her	older	boyfriend.	(M/f,	teens,	exh,	ped,	1st,	ws,	huml)	Capture	And	Surrender	-	by	Enigma	Angel	-	Sweet,	well-brought	up	virgin	girl	from	a	very	wealthy	family	is	taken	two	days	before	her	wedding	and	begins	the	process	of	her	enslavement:	body,	mind,	soul.	She	is	rescued	a	year	and	a	half	later	with	unexpected	results.	(MMf,	d/s,	nc,
rp,	bd,	tor,	v,	1st,	beast)	Captured	Princess,	The	-	by	Marc	Magus	-	A	young	bride	to	be	is	raped	and	locked	away	by	the	jealous	suitors	she	refused.	After	years	of	rape	and	humiliation,	she	begins	to	enjoy	it.	So	much	so,	she	involves	a	would-be	rescuer	in	her	debasement.	(M+/F,	nc,	rp,	1st,	bd,	tor,	ws,	beast)	Carnal	Knowledge	-	by	Alexis	Covington	-
Coming	of	age	story	between	two	girls	and	a	running	through	school	involving	a	dog.	(gg,	ped,	1st-lesbian-expr,	beast)	Carol's	First	Time	-	by	Scooter	UK	-	A	thirteen	year	old	girl	is	invited	into	a	neighbour's	house	by	the	eighteen	year	old	son	on	the	pretext	that	he	has	a	parcel	for	her	mother	and	she	ends	up	losing	her	virginity	to	him.	(Mf-teens,
youths,	1st)	Carpenter	Family	Affair	-	by	Megansdaddie	-	The	tale	of	how	the	Carpenter	parent's	began	a	family	orgy	the	night	of	their	youngest	daughter's	12th	birthday.	
(family-inc,	ped,	1st,	orgy)	Carrie	Blows	My	Mind	-	by	Teckcru	-	A	boy	takes	his	girlfriend	home	when	his	parents	are	away	with	lustful	intent	on	his	mind.	To	his	surprise	his	girlfriend	blows	his	mind.	(MF,	cum-eating,	anal,	1st)	Carried	Away	-	by	Scorpio00155	-	Twin	brother	and	sister	are	astronomy	buffs	who	liked	to	look	at	the	night	sky	through
their	telescopes.	But	when	one	telescope	is	redirected	to	earth	and	catches	a	moment	of	passion,	they	become	voyeurs	and	get	carried	away.	(mf-teens,	inc,	youths,	1st)	Casting	Couch	-	by	Soul_purpose69	-	A	darkish	story	about	an	audition.	(M+/f-teen,	ped,	reluc,	1st,	oral)	Casting	Couch:	Chloe	Grace	Moretz	-	by	theclown74	-	A	Head	of	a	new	movie
studio	casting	the	lead	for	a	new	movie	decides	he	wants	Chloe	Grace	Moretz	for	the	role.	Little	does	she	know	he	wants	her	to	give	him	more	than	an	audition	for	the	role.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	reluc,	oral,	anal,	1st,	celeb-parody)	Casting	Couch:	The	Fanning	Sisters	-	by	theclown74	-	A	head	of	a	new	movie	studio	gets	another	casting	call	for	a	new	movie,
this	time	it	is	Dakota	Fanning	and	her	sister,	Elle	Fanning.	
(M/ff-teens,	ped,	reluc,	1st,	oral,	celeb-parody)	Catching	A	Little	Thief	-	by	Maussie	-	A	young	girl	finds	an	apartment	with	the	front	door	wide	open	and	decides	to	enter	to	see	if	there's	anything	of	her	liking.	On	her	way	out	with	her	hands	full	of	loot,	she	walks	into	the	man	who	lives	there.	She's	trapped	and	begs	the	man	not	to	call	the	cops	on	her.
She	says	she'll	do	anything	for	him	if	he	doesn't	make	the	call.	He	accepts	her	offer	and	much	to	her	displease	he	then	uses	her	as	his	sex-toy	for	the	rest	of	the	afternoon.	
(Mf,	ped,	nc,	1st,	oral,	anal,	blkmail)	Caught	By	Her	Parents	-	by	Mark	-	This	story	is	purported	to	have	been	written	by	a	16	year-old	high	school	student,	as	a	true	experience.	It	could	be.	It's	about	the	time	he	and	his	girlfriend	had	sex	at	her	house	and	got	caught	doing	it.	(mf,	mast,	1st)	Caught	In	The	Act	-	by	Pete	in	Wales	-	Parents	settle	down	for	a
nights	swinging	but	are	interrupted	by	their	daughter.	(MMF,	inc,	1st,	voy,	swingers)	Caught	Masturbating	-	by	Matt	-	Matt	gets	caught	masturbating	by	his	girlfriend	when	she	stops	in	one	afternoon	while	his	parents	are	away.	She	isn't	completely	grossed	out,	as	a	mater	of	fact	she'd	just	a	little	curious.	(mf-teens,	1st-voy,	mast)	Caving	Sex:	My	First
Time	-	by	Secret	Lover	-	I'm	married	now	with	2	little	kids,	but	there	was	a	time	when	I	thought	I'd	never	be	married.	I	was	lonely	and	horny	as	hell,	but	I	kept	myself	busy,	mainly	with	hobbies	and	so-called	adventure	sports.	(MM,	oral,	1st-gay	expr,	cheat)	Chad	-	by	GoldenScribe	-	Chad	was	a	boy	in	the	neighborhood	and	for	one	week	his	father	left
him	in	my	care.	And	I	saw	to	it	that	he	lost	every	cherry	he	had	during	his	stay	with	me.	(MmF,	ped,	bi,	1st,	oral,	anal)	Changeling,	The	-	by	Tail	Spinner	-	A	young	girl	finally	finds	the	magical	people	she's	looked	for	all	her	life	and	learns	that	she	has	a	special	role	to	fill.	Or	does	she?	(Mf,	ped,	1st,	fantasy)	Changes	Are	Forever	-	by	Shooterguy123	-	A
young	man	discovers	crossdressing	and	sex.	(Fm-teen,	mm-bi,	exh,	1st,	oral,	anal,	cd)	Charlie	-	by	Comsu41	-	Charlie's	uncle	helps	her	to	her	first	orgasm	and	then	Charlie	wants	to	include	her	best	friend	in	the	wonderful	discovery.	(Mgg,	ped,	1st,	inc)	Charlie's	Problem	-	by	Old	Bill	-	Because	of	his	outsized	genitals,	a	young	man	has	terrible	and
wonderful	problems.	(MF-teens,	inc,	1st,	size)	Chastity	-	by	Radchick	-	A	little	perverted	sex	never	hurt	anyone,	or	has	it?	(MFF,	bi,	reluc,	1st,	dom)	Chastity	Abandoned	-	by	Serum114	-	Steve	is	a	shy	high	school	senior.	After	catching	his	12	year	old	cousin	in	an	awkward	position,	his	fear	of	perpetual	virginity	goes	out	the	window.	(M/g,	ped,	inc,	1st,
oral,	anal)	Check	and	Mate	and	Then	Some	-	by	Realoldbill	-	A	young	male	virgin	wins	a	chess	tourney	for	his	team	and	a	reward	for	himself.	(mf-teens,	youths,	1st)	Cheer	Daddy	-	by	Negative	Creep	-	Daddy	helps	his	cheerleader	daughter	and	her	friend.	(M/ff-teens,	ped,	reluc,	inc,	voy,	1st,	oral,	mast)	Cheerleader	Blues	-	by	Beating	Off	Bob	-	Julie
can't	believe	she	lost	a	bet	and	now	has	to	get	the	biggest	nerd	in	the	school	to	shoot	in	his	shorts	for	her.	The	tables	get	turned,	though,	because	this	nerd	has	some	talents	she	doesn't	know	about.	The	only	cum-soaked	thing	in	this	story	is	-	HER!	(MF-teens,	reluc,	1st,	rom)	Cheerleader	For	Hire	-	by	Tomcat	-	A	bright,	sexy	young	teenage	girl	is	easily
talked	into	giving	her	virginity	to	her	teacher's	husband.	Then	she	is	talked	into	having	sex	with	other	men	for	money.	
(M+/f-teen,	1st,	inc,	prost)	Chelsea's	Coming	Out	-	by	pete	-	A	man	has	his	eighteen	year-old	niece	come	to	live	with	him	and	things	warm	up,	especially	at	the	company	party.	(M/F-teen,	inc,	1st,	rom)	Chelsea's	First	Time	-	by	Cliff	Dweller	-	While	visiting	Gwen,	my	college	lover,	I	was	introduced	to	Chelsea,	her	fourteen	year	old	sister.	
When	Gwen	was	called	away	unexpectedly,	Chelsea	gave	me	a	sloppy	blowjob	--	her	first.	That	night,	this	girl	snuck	into	my	bedroom	where	I	lapped	at	her	young	pussy	with	my	tongue,	followed	by	torrid	unprotected	sex.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	rom)	Part	2	-	Part	3	Cherry	Plucker	-	by	Alex	Hawk	-	Darius	is	a	boy	with	a	great	reputation	as	THE	boy	to	lose
your	virginity	to!	Follow	the	adventures	of	young	Courtney	as	she	does	just	that!	(mf-teens,	1st,	oral,	mast,	prost)	Chester's	Mill:	Angie's	Ass	-	by	Geminiguy	-	Chester's	Mill	is	the	fictional	Maine	town	where	CBS'	Under	The	Dome	is	set.	This	story	takes	place	years	before	the	events	of	the	show.	Key	characters	of	this	story	are	a	trucker	who	passed
through	Chester's	Mill	regularly	and	Angie	McAlister	as	played	by	cute	and	sexy	Britt	Robertson.	(M/f-teen,	reluc,	1st,	spank,	TV-parody)	Chicken	Pox	-	by	Dave	And	Laura	-	Father	and	daughter	discover	love	through	a	coating	of	calamine	lotion!	First	story	in	an	awaking	incestuous	family	series.	
(M/f-teen,	ped,	inc,	1st,	mast)	Child	Bride	-	by	Varangian	-	A	man	moves	to	a	mountain	community	and	runs	into	a	sweet	young	girl.	He	becomes	infatuated	with	her	and	begins	to	have	impure	thoughts.	But	he's	surprised	and	shocked	when	her	parents	show	up	with	a	proposal	that	he	can't	believe.	(Mf,	1st,	ped)	Child's	Play	-	by	Demetrius	-	Two	young
brothers,	a	teen-aged	babysitter	and	a	movie.	If	you	are	scenting	trouble	ahead,	you're	correct.	(mf-teens,	youths,	reluc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	bd)	Chocolate	With	Vanilla	Cream	-	by	branson-s	-	Tom	is	a	member	of	an	outdoor	nudist	colony.	
He	meets	a	widowed	chocolate	colored	woman	34	years	old	and	her	daughter	13	years	old.	Tom	has	sex	with	the	daughter	as	the	mother	participates.	(M/f-teen,	F/f-teen,	bi,	ped,	inc,	1st,	orgy)	Part	2	Chosen	-	by	Geminiguy	-	In	this	alternate	retelling	of	the	television	version	of	Buffy,	The	Vampire	Slayer,	not	long	after	Buffy	comes	to	Sunnydale	and
accepts	that	she	is	the	Chosen	one,	a	mysterious	boy	moves	to	Sunnydale	who'll	will	change	the	Slayer's	life.	(mf-teens,	1st,	rom,	fantasy,	tv-parody)	Chris's	Little	Brother	-	by	No	Name	-	A	young	crossdressing	boy	uses	his	sexuality	to	get	the	attention	he	craves.	(mf-teens,	ped,	nc,	rp,	1st,	bi,	mast,	oral,	anal)	Chrissie	At	Twelve	-	by	Tinman	-	The	tale
of	a	young	boy's	first	love;	twelve	year	old	Chrissie,	who	was	more	ready	for	him	than	he	expected.	(mf-youths,	1st,	rom)	Chrissy's	First	Date	-	by	Beating	Off	Bob	-	Chrissy's	dad	won't	let	her	date	because	he	says	she's	too	young.	She	thinks	that's	not	fair	and	that	his	stories	about	what	boys	want	on	dates	are	all	bull.	
So	he	sends	her	on	a	date...	with	her	brother...	and	some	very	explicit	instructions.	Daddy	only	forgot	one	thing	-	Never	send	a	boy	to	do	a	man's	job.	(Mf,	mf,	ped,	inc,	1st,	voy,	preg)	Christe	-	by	Patrick	Flanagan	-	A	sexual	predator	takes	advantage	of	trusting	friend.	(MF,	reluc,	1st)	Christine	-	by	Bonenanza	-	After	working	with	the	same	company	for
years	a	man	finds	himself	working	half	time.	With	too	much	time	on	his	hands	he	decides	to	find	a	new	hobby	and	keep	a	dairy.	Things	become	complicated	when	the	girl	across	the	street	becomes	a	part	of	his	daily	life.	
(M-teen/g,	1st,	ped,	rom)	Part	2	Christmas	Magic	-	by	The	Englishman	-	Penny	feels	that	she	is	too	old	at	twelve,	to	visit	Santa's	grotto.	Her	mum	persuades	her	to	go.	She	gets	a	gift	from	Santa	that	definitely	was	not	on	her	list.	(M/f,	reluc,	ped,	1st)	Chuck	and	Monica	-	by	Dirty	Old	Man	-	Chuck	and	Monica	were	cousins	who	grew	up	next	door	to	each
other	on	their	grandparent's	farm.	Then	Chuck	moved	away.	A	few	years	later,	he	gets	to	spend	the	summer.	(mf-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral)	Church	Camp	-	by	Obmuj	-	This	year	Sally	was	a	camp	aide	and	at	17	her	religion	was	her	source	of	pride,	along	with	her	virginity	of	course.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	reluc,	1st,	bd)	Church	Wife	-	by	Silver	Fox	-
Minster's	wife	can't	take	her	prudish	husband's	ways	any	longer	and	begins	to	stray.	(F/m,	voy,	wife,	ped,	intr,	1st)	Cinderella	Sleepover	-	by	Johndough	-	Amanda's	dad	treats	Amanda	and	her	friends	to	a	very	special	sex	education	that	involves	him	seeking	the	owner	of	a	very	special	dildo	just	like	Prince	Charming	with	Cinderella's	glass	slipper.	Only
the	dildo	"accidentally"	breaks	so	he	needs	to	seek	the	owner	by	finding	the	pussy	it	fits	with	a	subsitute	the	same	size	as	the	dildo--his	own	cock.	(M/ffff-teens,	ped,	inc,	1st,	orgy,	voy)	Cindi's	Revelation	-	by	Elder	Firechild	-	A	boy's	first	time	with	a	woman,	and	how	the	babysitter	realizes	how	much	she	enjoyed	the	experience.	(F/mm,	reluc,	1st,	ped)
Cindy	-	by	Aquarius	-	A	young	woman	from	the	County	Welfare	and	Human	Services	Department	assigned	to	a	retired	older	man	who	has	his	own	way	of	dealing	with	life	after	sixty-five.	He	teaches	her	things	about	life	that	college	didn't	offer	classes	on.	(MF,	1st,	rom)	Cindy	-	by	Oyster50	-	A	thirteen	year	old	girl	living	in	an	RV	park	with	a	whore	for
a	mom	finds	out	that	true	friends	do	exist.	
And	an	older	man	finds	love	comes	in	surprising	packages	and	in	strange	places.	
(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	oral,	rom)	Part	2	Cindy	Ella	-	A	Twisted	Fairy	Tale	-	by	Beating	Off	Bob	-	The	XXX	rated	version	of	Cinderella,	with	a	twist	thrown	in	to	replace	the	crystal	slipper.	Cindy	finds	love	with	the	Prince	because	her	Fairy	God	Mother	makes	some	big	changes	in	her	life,	including	changes	to	her	body.	(MF,	reluc,	1st,	mast,	oral,	magic,
humor)	Cindy	Stuckey	-	by	Fletcher	Adams	-	A	couple,	who	became	lovers	in	high	school,	find	each	other	years	later.	(MF,	youths,	1st,	rom)	Claire's	Clit	-	by	Netman169	-	Thirteen-year	old	Claire	always	had	an	anxious	feeling	throughout	her	body	that	was	caused	by	a	protruding	pubic	mound	and	an	overly	large	clitoris.	
In	Part	1	she	learns	how	to	relieve	this.	
(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	mast)	Part	2	-	Part	3	Clean	This!	-	by	Gungadick	-	It's	always	nice	to	have	a	maid	around	the	house.	(MF,	rom,	asian,	1st,	college)	Cleo	And	Terri	-	by	Vijay	Martinez	-	A	series	of	true-life	sexual	encounters,	over	the	course	of	a	week,	with	two	girls	at	school	and	at	home.	Cleo	was	already	experienced,	but	for	Terri	it	was	a	first	time.
Written	in	three	chapters.	(mf-teens,	youth,	1st,	true)	Close	Quarters	-	by	Carrot74	-	Another	addition	to	"The	Laura	Chronicles"	with	the	same	premise	as	the	first	story.	Which	is:	Laura	gets	seduced	by	an	attractive	hermaphrodite	instead	of	a	woman.	This	time	finds	lovely	Laura	at	a	hotel	in	Vancouver,	B.C.	where	the	accommodations	are	a	bit
crowded	at	the	moment,	and	space	is	at	a	premium.	(F/Herm,	reluc,	1st,	oral,	rom)	Club,	The	-	by	Puera	Amare	-	Boy	is	initiated	into	a	secret	sex	club	and	finds	out	it	promotes	incest,	but	only	after	already	fucking	his	sister.	(mf-teens,	exh,	orgy,	inc,	1st)	Coach's	Secret	-	by	Vmancini	-	I	get	summoned	to	the	coach's	office	after	school...	(Mm,
adult/teen,	ped,	reluc,	1st-gay-expr,	oral,	anal)	Coal	Brothers	-	by	Stereograph	-	Older	brother	shows	younger	brother	the	way,	only	to	get	them	both	in	trouble	with	their	mom.	
(mm-solo,	1st-mast,	voy,	xmas)	Coincidence	-	Davidb234	-	This	is	a	story	about	a	man's	adventure	with	his	pretty	neighbor	and	her	daughter.	(MF/f-teen,	underage,	1st,	oral,	mast)	Collapse,	The	-	by	Christie	-	In	a	post-American	future	a	young	woman	sells	herself	into	slavery	to	save	her	family	from	starvation.	(MF-teens,	nc,	reluc,	1st,	oreg,	bd)
College	Girl	-	by	XFactorLocke	-	Bobby	has	a	huge	crush	on	his	sister's	college	roommate,	Emily.	Unusual	circumstances	give	him	the	opportunity	to	have	her.	(F/b,	ped,	1st,	oral)	College	Guys	-	by	Alex	Hawk	-	A	fifteen-year-old	girl	is	fascinated	by	a	group	of	college	boys	who	have	moved	in	next	door.	(M+/f-teen,	1st)	College	Sex	-	by	Lonely	Husband
-	Many	years	after	the	fact,	my	wife	Karen,	told	me	a	story	about	the	first	time	we	had	sex.	We	were	sophomores	in	college	about	20	years	ago.	I	was	the	fifth	guy	she'd	had	sex	with.	Her	story	describes	how	within	24	hours	she	had	sex	with	four	out	of	those	five	and	that	for	two	of	us	for	our	first	time.	(M+/F,	voy,	1st)	Collision	In	The	Corridor	-	by
Johndough	-	At	the	start	of	a	school	day	a	female	student	rounds	a	corner	and	bumps	into	her	principal	who	has	just	arrived	with	coffee	for	his	colleagues.	
This	bump	spills	the	coffee	all	over	them	so	the	principal	takes	her	down	to	the	locker	area	to	wash	and	dry	their	clothes.	The	principal	is	also	the	girl's	uncle	and	a	little	more	goes	on	than	laundry.	(M/f,	ped,	reluc,	inc,	1st,	preg)	Comforting	Big	Sister	-	by	Eager46	-	Fourteen	year	old	Brad	passes	his	16	year	old	Sister's	bedroom	and	spots	her	standing
half	naked	and	crying.	He	comforts	her	and	then	takes	his	virginity.	(mf-teens,	youths,	inc,	1st,	mast,	oral)	Coming	Home	-	by	Geminiguy	-	A	teenager	joins	the	military	to	get	away	from	his	home	life,	but	a	tragedy	makes	his	mother	realize	how	much	she's	taken	for	granted	all	those	years.	(MF,	1st,	inc,	military)	Coming	Of	Age	-	by	Terri	Madison	-
Michelle	Martin	had	just	turned	16	and	had	also	just	received	her	driver's	license.	
An	officer	of	the	law	promptly	stops	Michelle	on	her	first	venture	out	alone	in	the	car.	Michelle	can't	believe	what	happens	next.	(Mdom/f-teen,	nc,	mc)	Coming	On	A	Bus	-	by	Rod	Stiffener	-	A	high	school	field	trip	was	never	like	this,	was	it?	Boy	and	girl	sitting	beside	each	other	on	a	cold	bus:	enduring	a	long	trip	at	night	with	all	the	other	students
crowded	in.	
The	boy	and	girl	have	a	blanket	tucked	up	to	their	chins	trying	to	stay	warm.	But	something	happens	to	make	them	warm	and	the	trip	more	interesting	than	they	could	have	ever	imagined.	(mf-teens,	mast,	1st)	Coming	Out	On	Thanksgiving	-	by	Doned	-	A	gay	man	is	"pushed"	toward	a	"curious"	teenage	boy	who	isn't	sure	of	his	sexuality.	She's	sure,
and	she	wants	her	friend	to	teach	the	boy	what's	what.	(M/m-teen,	1st-gay	exper)	Coming	To	Grips	With	My	Sexuality	-	by	Billswilly	-	A	true	story	about	my	sexuality	and	how	it	developed	from	the	age	of	14	to	present	days	now	aged	53.	(MF/M-teen,	bi,	exh,	1st-gay-expr)	Como	Yo	Jodido	A	Celebridad	-	by	Geminiguy	-	A	young	Mexican	man	whose	still
a	virgin	at	21,	spies	on	Salma	Hayek,	then	confesses	what	he	did,	then	gets	the	surprise	of	his	life.	(MF,	1st,	oral,	intr,	celeb-parody)	Complex:	Sara,	The	-	by	Adam	Warlock	-	A	man	discovers	the	sensual	pleasures	of	little	girls.	(M/g,	extreme-ped,	1st)	Complex	-	Valerie,	The	-	by	Adam	Warlock	-	A	babysitting	job	turns	into	babysitting	heaven.	(Mg,
extreme-ped,	1st)	Computer	Training	-	by	Anon	-	Ms.	Yates	teaches	her	young	male	student	more	than	just	computer	programming.	(F-adult/M-teen,	1st,	affair)	Con	Virgin	-	by	Alex	Hawk	-	Have	you	always	thought	that	sci-fi/fantasy	conventions	sounded	a	little	geeky?	Here's	an	example	of	what	can	happen	at	one!	(mf-yteens,	1st,	oral)	Concubine	-	by
Captive	-	A	concubine's	virginity	is	stolen	when	she	is	forced	to	be	sex	slave.	
(MF,	nc,	v,	d/s,	1st,	oral,	bd)	Confessions	-	by	Henrik	Larsen	-	A	boy	brought	up	by	young	female	au	pairs	all	his	life.	His	parents	are	busy	with	their	careers.	
The	boy	has	little	contact	with	other	kids,	he's	a	bit	of	a	sissy	really,	slightly	nerdy	and	shy	in	the	company	of	other	children.	But	one	day	he	begins	to	come	of	age	with	his	pretty	cousin.	(mf-teens,	underage,	inc,	1st,	oral,	anal,	rom)	Connection	-	by	Vert	-	Kasey	is	a	thirteen	year	old	girl	who	dreams	of	becoming	a	writer,	frustrated	by	living	in	an
unimaginative	suburb.	Chris	is	a	frustrated	creative	spirit,	trapped	by	a	loveless	marriage.	When	they	find	each	other,	they	fall	in	love.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	mast,	oral,	cheat,	rom)	Conned	By	The	Cons	-	by	Ickric	-	Jenny	begins	working	with	young	offenders	and	naively	thinks	she	is	doing	a	great	job.	These	young	convicts	have	their	own	agenda,
however.	(M+/F,	nc,	blkmail,	1st,	intr,	orgy)	Part	2	Constant	Companion	-	by	Dragonfly	-	A	sci-fi	bookworm	discovers	the	many	pleasures	of	a	different	kind	of	worm.	(f/alien,	1st,	mast,	sci-fi,	preg)	Contest,	The	-	by	Deputy	Duffy	-	A	young	man	is	kidnapped	by	a	biker	gang	and	forced	to	enter	an	'oral'	contest.	
(F+/M,	1st,	reluc,	oral)	Contraband	-	by	Darkthemes	-	Two	teens	meet	on	a	ferry	do	drugs	and	fuck.	(mf-teens,	1st,	oral,	alcohol)	Controlling	Sarah	-	by	Dawn1958	-	Sarah	is	a	college	student	who	uses	babysitting	to	make	extra	money.	She	is	a	very	sexy	young	woman	and	doesn't	realize	that	teenage	boys	can	be	very	sneaky	and	controlling.	(mmF,	nc,
underage,	1st,	oral,	bi,	blkmail,	mc)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	Conventional	Sex	-	by	Anon	-	In	the	year	after	I	turned	13,	three	incredible	things	happened	to	me.	The	first	two	sucked.	I	guess	the	third	did	too,	but	you'll	get	that	joke	later.	(Fm-teen,	ped,	oral,	1st,	sacrilegious)	Convertible,	The	-	by	jallen944	-	Pam's	first	time	is	in	her	cousin's	car.	(M/F-
teen,	inc,	1st)	Cookie	Delivery	Gone	Bad	-	by	Johndough	-	Delivering	her	Girl	Scout	cookies	to	her	neighbor	when	he	is	drunk	and	expecting	a	call	girl	leads	to	a	young	girl's	sexual	awakening	in	a	most	unexpected	way.	(M+/f-teen,	ped,	nc,	inc,	1st,	preg?)	Coose	-	by	Marva	G.	Maine	-	Anna	experiences	her	first	orgasm,	when	her	girlfriend	desides	to
help	her	out.	
(ff-teens,	1st-lesbian	expr)	Corruption	of	the	Candy	Striper	-	by	Johndough	-	A	maintenance	man's	poor	penmanship	leads	to	a	mix-up	in	the	planned	entertainment	for	his	co-worker's	impromptu	stag	party	at	work.	(M+/F-teen,	underage,	reluc,	1st,	intr,	gb)	Cotton	Dresses	-	By	Anon	-	A	boy	who	has	a	fascination	with	cotton	dresses,	received	a	learning
experience	from	his	aunt.	(F/m-teen,	ped,	mast,	oral,	voy,	1st)	Country	Girl's	Autobiography	-	by	M.L.	-	At	some	point	in	our	lives	we	go	through	some	introspection	as	to	why	we	are	the	way	we	are.	Me?	I've	been	accused	of	being	a	sex	crazed	bitch,	a	slut,	near	animal	status	and	a	sex	addict.	So	I've	decided	to	set	the	record	straight	and	tell	me	story,
at	least	part	of	it.	(mmf,	ffm-teens,	youths,	inc,	bi,	1st,	beast)	Country	Life	-	by	Geminiguy	-	A	relationship	beyond	the	norm	develops	between	a	mother	and	son	who	live	in	isolation	out	in	the	back	country	while	father	works	away	from	home	most	of	the	time.	(Fm-teen,	inc,	mom/son,	1st,	mast)	Country	Life	(Alternate	Version)	-	by	Geminiguy	-	Life	in
the	country	with	my	black	daughter	was	getting	hotter	than	just	the	weather.	(M/f-teen,	inc,	underage,	intr,	1st,	oral)	Crack	In	The	Door	-	by	Nuj	Baf	-	A	boy	comes	of	age	and	finds	compassionate	understanding	from	the	family	Thai	housemaid.	Enjoyable.	(F/b,	asian,	voy,	1st)	Crack	Of	Dawn,	The	-	by	Goldrush	-	A	fourteen-year	old	girl	confesses	to	a
romantic	infatuation	for	her	history	teacher,	who	uses	the	confession	as	a	means	of	extorting	sex	from	her.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	reluc,	1st,	oral)	Part	2	-	Part	3	-	Part	4	Crazy	Needles	-	by	Anon	-	Even	fucking	hillbilly	dumbasses	come	of	age	one	way	or	another.	This	is	the	story	of	a	not	too	bright	redneck	who	gets	a	few	lessons	in	sex.	(mm-teens,	F/m-teen,
F/beast,	voy,	1st)	Crossing	The	Line	-	by	Marcus	69	-	Bill,	32	and	single,	saves	a	woman	and	her	13	year	old	daughter	from	a	burning	car.	Once	at	their	home	he	finds	out	that	he's	the	young	girl's	birthday	present	and	he's	convinced	to	be	her	sex	teacher	with	Mom's	approval.	(M/f-teen,	ped,	1st,	oral)	Crystal	-	by	Devil's	Sugar	A	second	chance.	This	is
a	fictional	story,	but	the	title	character	is	based	on	someone	I	knew	long	ago,	who	would	probably	kick	my	ass	if	she	ever	saw	this.	(MF,	rom,	1st)	Crystal	And	Brandon:	First	Time	-	by	Crystal	Waters	-	Two	teenagers	in	love,	share	the	incredible	pleasure	of	sex	for	the	first	time.	(MF-teens,	1st,	oral)	Cumming	With	Cousin	Karl	-	by	Anon	-	Donna	has	had
a	crush	on	her	cousin	Karl	for	years,	and	she's	dying	to	lose	her	virginity.	When	she	discovers	that	he's	been	borrowing	her	used	panties,	she	decides	to	seduce	him.	The	next	day	she	leaves	him	a	freshly	worn	pair	with	a	note	inviting	him	to	come	to	her	room	that	evening.	(M/F-teen,	inc,	1st)	Cunt	-	by	Drummer	-	A	day	in	the	life	of	a	Cunt.	(FF,	1st,
oral,	anal)	Curing	Evan	-	by	Alex	Hawk	-	When	a	teenage	girl's	brother	tells	her	he	might	be	gay,	she	puts	her	mind	to	figuring	out	a	way	to	"cure"	him.	Any	guesses	as	to	what	way	she	decides	on?	Anyone?	Anyone?	What?	With	a	lemon,	an	aardvark	and	the	bones	of	late	US	astronaut	Gus	Grissom?!	That	doesn't	even	make	sense!	NO,	you	fool!	They
fuck!	Sheesh!	(mf-yteens,	inc,	1st)	Curious	George	-	by	CG	-	A	young	pedophile's	start.	(bg,	extreme-ped,	toddler,	inc,	1st,	nc,	rp)	Curse	Of	The	Black	Gypsy	-	by	Geminiguy	-	I	didn't	mean	to	hit	her	with	my	car.	I	never	saw	her...	But	that	didn't	matter.	She	put	a	curse	on	me	that	I	now	have	to	live	with...	(M/f,	1st,	intr,	cheat,	size,	magic)	Cutting	School
-	by	Tarana	-	I	am	14	years	old,	not	very	pretty,	quite	skinny	really,	and	I	have	hardly	any	friends	and	spend	school	time	roaming	around	the	streets	and	shopping	malls.	Sometimes	people	come	up	to	me	and	talk,	but	mostly	creepy	men	with	lurid	offers.	That	sort	of	turns	me	on	but	I	usually	just	flip	them	the	bird	and	walk	away.	(M-adult/f-teen,	1st)


